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I. INTRODUCTION

This meeting was the third and Final planned stage in the process to

revise the Agency's "Regulations For the SaFe Transport oF Radioactive

Materials", SaFety Series No. 6. I t s task was to consider comments

which had been submitted in response to the Agency's c i rcu la t ion oF

the "Third DraFt Revision" aF SaFety Series No. 6 and to make any

necessary changes to the draFt that the Advisory Group Felt were

necessary. Over 300 pages oF comments were considered and resolved

and a number oF changes to the Third DraFt Revision have been

recommended.

II. BACKGROUND

The last comprehensive review oF the Agency's Transport regulations

was carried out by an Advisory Group in 1970-71 with the resultant

revision published as the 1973 Revised Edition. At that time, it was

believed that a periodic review should be carried out at intervals oF

about ten years to assure that the requirements are kept current but

not changed too Frequently to be accepted. Consequently, a review was

undertaken in 1979 to FulFill the commitment For periodic evaluation

oF the regulations.



As a First step, the Agency so l ic i ted comments and proposals for

changes to the current Regulations From Member States by le t te r of 6

February 1979 and From international organizations soon after. Based

on more than 200 pages of comments received, Advisory Group AG-266 was

asked to carry out a comprehensive review of the regulations con-

sidering changes in transport conditions and methods used for shipping

radioactive materials. At the same time, AG-266 was reminded that the

Agency's regulations had been in place for some time. The regulations

were to bs considered to have been generally satisfactory and changes

were only to be made when they were j u s t i f i e d . AG-266 was asked to

str ike a balance between keeping the regulations reasonably the same

for the purpose of continuity and ease of application and making

necessary changes as a resul t of experience gained in their appli-

cation. Therefore, careful judgment was required in suggesting changes

and AG-266 recognized that i t must be prepared to defend i t s deci-

sions. AG-266 met during 1-12 September 1980 to f u l f i l l i t s task.

The pr inc ip le was established that when agreement on an issue i n -

volving change in the regulations was not forthcoming, or seemed

unlikely to be achieved in a reasonable amount of time, the decision

would be to make no change. While unanimous consent was certainly not

possible i n a l l cases, i t was necessary to reach reasonable agreement

in order to support a change.



AG-266 was asked to give due consideration to all the issues submitted

and complete a comprehensive review of the regulations with the

exception of nuclear c r i t ica l i ty safety. AG-266 did address the

administrative aspects and the relationship of fissile controls to

radiation controls but left the technical details and refinement of

the criteria for approval of fissile package designs and contents to a

later Technical Committee.

The Technical Committee for the Review and Revision of the Nuclear

Criticality Safety Aspects of the Regulations (TC-405) met during

23-27 March, 1981, in order to consider the detailed issues dealing

with cr i t ica l i ty safety during transport- TC-405 dealt with the

cr i t ica l i ty issues not covered by AG-266 in order to complete the

"first cut" at revising the regulations.

The product of this f i rs t stage of the revision was a "First Draft

Revision" (of Safety Series No. 6), issued in February, 1981, and

following the Technical Committee meeting a "Second Draft Revision",

incorporating changes to the requirements which dealt with the preven-

tion of nuclear criticality during the transport of fissile materials,

issued in May, 1981.
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These Drafts were sent to a l l Member States and interested inter-

national organizations for their review and comment. Responses were

submitted by 31 of the recipients and the majority of these were

quite extensive. Most responses contained not only comments on the

modifications which had been adopted at the two meetings but also

included proposals for additional changes to other ( i . e . , previously

untouched) provisions in the Regulations as well.

The comments were divided in to two classes: those which were sub-

stantive in nature and those which were edi tor ia l . I t was the task of

the next Advisory Group (AG-365.2) to evaluate and make decisions on

those of substance. In addition to the submitted comments, AG-365.2

took cognizance of the conclusions reached and recommendations made by

the Technical Committee on Transport Package Test Standards, which had

met in Tokyo, from 28 September to 2 October, 1981. Detailed comments

and ed i to r i a l needs ar is ing from the Group's recommendations, were

taken care of by a "Drafting Committee", which met in the week of 3-7

May, 1982.

One of the major issues AG-365.2 had to deal with concerned the

proposed "Q-system" for calculating A-] and A2 values and reflecting

this system in di f ferent aspects of the regulations. The Group

adopted in principle that portion of the Q-system which dealt with

calculating the A values, but was unable to agree on a l l the deta i ls

of the models. A special working group was set up to consider the
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reasonableness of the models and interested Member States were invited

to participate. The special working group met in London during 30

August - 3 September, 1982 and agreed on the details of the models.

From these models, new A values were calculated for inclusion in the

draft regulations.

The results of the meeting of AG-365.2, the Drafting Committee, and

the special working group on the Q-system were compiled into a "Third

Draft Revision" of the regulations which was circulated to Member

States and international organizations for comment. Over 275 pages of

compiled comments were submitted to the Agency for consideration in

f ina l iz ing the draft regulations. Addit ional ly, during 22-26

November, 1982, the Technical Committee on Assuring the Implementation

of the Transport Regulations (TC-458) met and made several recom-

mendations relevant to f ina l iz ing the d ra f t . The Radioactive

Transport Study Group (RTSG) met during 2-4 November 1983 and

suggested several specific changes to Section VHI of the draft as

well.

In order to adequately consider a l l of these inputs, the Agancy

convened the Third Meeting of the Advisory Group for the Comprehensive

Review of the Transport Regulations. Its purpose, as announced by the

Agency in the letter of invitat ion, was to bring the revision process

to a conclusion with the preparation of a f inal draft of the regu-
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lations for submission to the Board of Governors. Over 60 individuals

representing 25 Member States and international organizations (see

List of Participants, Annex I) met to f u l f i l l the Agency's task.

Deputy Director General B. A. Semenov opened the meeting with a

request (see Annex V, Working Paper No. 40) that the Group provide the

Agency with the advice necessary to prepare the f ina l draft of the

regulations. He asked that the group consider a l l of the issues

before i t and strive to bring the revision process to a meaningful and

f r u i t f u l conclusion. He then turned the meeting over to the

Chairman.

The Chairman emphasized (see Annex V, Working Paper No. 40) that the

Group's task was to revise and polish the Third Draft Revision and to

avoid long deliberations on issues which were not yet ready for

resolution. The Group's responsibility, as the Chairman viewed i t ,

was to produce the best possible final draft that they could in the

time allocated.

I I I . PROCEEDINGS

The Advisory Group functioned in a manner similar to those of the two

previous Groups (AG-266 and AG-365.2) with a division of respon-

s ib i l i ty between the Working Groups and the Plenary sessions. Working

Groups deliberated most issues in detail with the final disposition of
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the issues being reserved Far Plenary. In most instances the

decisions of the Working Groups were accepted by Plenary but in

several instances Plenary modified or rejected the Working Group

proposals.

As the f i r s t order of business, the Plenary considered and accepted

the Proposed Agenda (Annex I I ) . The Proposed Procedures (Annex I I I )

were considered and the Chairman directed specific attention to the

responsibilities delegated to the Working Groups and the overall ro le

of the Plenary. The use of a Drafting Committee composed of a small

group of consultants meeting immediately after the Advisory Group was

highlighted in the Proposed Procedures. The Drafting Committee would

be used for ed i tor ia l chores and " f i t t i n g together" of the pieces

approved by the Group (see item VI, Annex I I I ) . The procedures were

accepted by the Plenary.

The comments and issues which the Group needed to consider were

assembled into Working Paper No. 1 and a small number of other Working

Papers. The content of these papers were divided into five topics and

a Working Group was established for each topic as follows:

1. Radiation Protection

2. LSA/SCO

3. Packaging Design and Testing

4. Administrative
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5. Exceptions, Controls and Fissile Materials

The organizations of participants into Working Groups and thei r

chairmen are given in Annex IV.

The Plenary considered three specific topics before breaking into

Working Groups to consider the bulk of the issues. The order of

presentation of the regulations was considered and i t was decided that

a more loqical order was desirable. The new order would:

1. define the A-] and A2 values before they were used ( i . e . ,

move old Section IV ahead of old Section I I ) ; and

2. present requirements in ascending order of stringency ( i . e . ,

excepted quantities, LSA, Type A, Type B, etc.).

The details of putting the regulations into the new order and tracking

the numerous cross references were left to the Di "ting Committee.

The proposals included in Annex A of the Third Draft Revision were

discussed at some length and resulted in the formation of two "B" type

working groups (ad hoc groups formed to solve specific problems).

Working Group B1 dealt with uranium hexafluoride and i t s subsidiary

hazard and recommended specif ic additional text which requires

consideration of the subsidiary hazard presented by the interaction of
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UFg with water or atmospheric water vapor. The plenary accepted these

recommendations. Working Group 82 in i t ia l l y dealt with the def in i t ion

of tank container but i t s task grew into also dealing with the term

"bulk". I ts f inal recommendations included a new definition of "tank"

and elimination of the term "bulk" along with numerous changes where

these terms had been used previously. The term "unpackaged" was

selected for use in many of the cases where "bulk" had been used.

These changes were also accepted.

The Plenary agreed that the regulations should contain an index of

significant terms but i t was necessary to establish a th i rd B type

working group to decide exactly which terms should be included. The

l i s t of terms prepared by Working B3 (which included a member of each

of the f ive regular Working Groups) was accepted with the under-

standing that the Drafting Committee could supplement th is l i s t as

they saw f i t .

For the remainder of the issues, the principal Working Groups were

charged with determining the purpose, merit and fate of each issue in

i ts remit. Where an amendment to the requirements contained in either

the current version of the Regulations or the Third Draft Revision was

considered to be appropriate, the Working Groups were to prepare a

suitable text and just i f icat ion for the change or to indicate that the

text could be developed by the Drafting Committee. The deliberations

of the Working Groups are reported both in the Summaries of Decisions
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for each day (see Annex V) and in the reports of the Working Groups

(see Annex VI).

The magnitude of the Advisory Group's task was enormous: the vast

number of propositions which had to be considered in the short time

available (one week) imposed a very heavy workload on the Working

Groups. A l l of them put in a tremendous effort - in several instances

they did not terminate the i r discussions u n t i l very late in the

evening - and are to be commended for their commit/Tient.

IV. Most Significant Additions/Changes Agreed

Among the many propositions which were accepted there are a number of

amendments which stand out as being par t icu lar ly s ign i f i cant , they

are:

1. Specific language was adapted which incorporates reference doses

into Safety Series No. 6 for the purpose of determining segrega-

tion cr i ter ia. The reference doses ars 100 mrem/y for members of

the public and 500 mrem/y for transport workers and are to be

applied in a manner consistent with Safety Series No. 9.

2. A lower l imit definition of contamination was adopted with the

resul t that objects contaminated below the definition would not

be considered radioactive and hence would not be regulated.
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3. Packaging specifications For LSA/SCO materials are now defined as

either Industr ial Type 1, Industrial Type 2, or Industrial Type

3.

4. The term "tank" was defined and specific requirements for tanks

were adopted.

5. The detai led, UN type specifications for "strong industr ia l

packagings" were dropped in favor of simpler performance speci-

f ications taken from the Type A tests with an option that

compliance with UN packaging group I I I is acceptable.

6. A pressure d i f fe rent ia l test was added for packages for l iquid

radioactive materials which w i l l be transported by aircraft.

7. For type A packagings for liquids the requirement for passing the

9m drop test and having absorbent or double containment was

changed to ££. I t was pointed out that the original intent had

always been to allow the option of the 9m test and not to require

i t in a l l cases.
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8. Provision was made For grandfathering Type B and f i s s i l e

packagings approved to the 1967 edition of the IAEA regulations.

Use of such packagings are restricted to multilateral approval,

no new construction is allowed and any significant changes would

require evaluation to the 1984 regulations.

9. The content requirements for Competent Authority approval

cer t i f icates were reorganized to be more specific ( i . e . , each

type of certif icate is individually addressed).

10. Mandatory use of the UN r isk placard was changed to optional

use.

V. Proposals Not Accepted

There were also a -sumber of s igni f icant proposals which were not

accepted. Among these were:

1. No significant changes were made to the Q-system models.

2. No changes were made to the crush test for Type B packages.

3. The proposal to specify an allowed activity leak rate for Type A

packages following the Type A tests was not accepted: the "no

release" cr i ter ia was retained.
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4. Action on the issue of immobilized waste was not taken, however

i t was recognized that future action would be necessary when the

problem can be more claarly defined and a solution outlined.

VI. Status of the Revision

All of the significant issues placed before the Group were addressed

and resolved in one way or another. There were a number of edi tor ia l

points and considerable reorganization that were left for the Drafting

Committee and the Secretariat. However, knowing the quality of the

consultants composing the Drafting Committee, I am confident that the

product of the Committee will indeed be a final draft.

Member States and international organizations which submitted comments

can be confident that their comments were fully considered. Con-

sequently, th i s final draft should be suitable for submission to the

Board of Governors for approval. There are no outstanding issues

which have been submitted and not considered. At this time, the

revision process is as complete as i t can be, awaiting only the actual

preparation of the document.



VII . Conclusion and Recommendations

Reflecting on this meeting as the closing meeting of the 1984 revision

leads me to conclusions concerning the revision process i t se l f . What

has been required of a dedicated group of experts is phenomenal. The

Agency has basically asked these experts to solve 20 years worth of

transport problems (the past 10 years and the next 10 years) in 5

weeks worth of Advisory Group meetings (AG's-266;-365.2; and -406 and

TC-405). Other Technical Committees and Advisory Groups have mat to

consider certain portions of the review but were basically l imited to

providing input to these meetings. We were quite successful in

solving those problems which experience has brought to our at tent ion.

There are some problems, however, that we can 3ee on the horizon which

are not yet ready for resolution. For example, immobilized waste and

decommissioning waste w i l l present unique transport problems as more

of the materials are generated and new transport techniques are

evaluated i n an ef for t to optimize overall radiological protection.

These problems cannot and should not await an arbi trary date to be

resolved; their resolution should be timely but can only occur as more

information about the materials and their transport neetis becomes

available. These types of problems should not delay ths 1984 revi -

sion, they should be solved in their own due course. In order to do

this a process must be adopted which allows timely incorporation of

changes into the transport regulations.
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The ten-year timing of the revisions to the transport regulations has

proven to result in a traumatic revision process. While a need for

stable regulatory requirements is well understood there are better

ways of accomplishing this goal. Other international regulatory

bodies have successfully avoided this problem and the Agency should

reevaluate i ts revision process in light of this experience.

VIII. Recommendations

In consideration of the results of the meeting of AG-406 and the other

meetings contributing to the 1984 revision, I wish to make the

following recommendations:

1. The 1984 Revised Edition of the regulations should go forward for

approval by the 3oard of Governors. It is as complete as it can

be at this time and unresolved problems are simply not ready for

resolution. There are a number of significant improvements in

the 1984 Edition over the 1973 Revised Edition and these improve-

ments should not be delayed.

2. The Agency should request its senior Advisory Group in transport,

the Standing Advisory Group for the Safe Transport of Radioactive

Materials, to evaluate and recommend any necessary changes in the

manner which the transport regulations are revised.
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ANNEX II

Working Paper No. 2

Revision 1

19 October 1983

AG-406

Advisory Group Meeting (AG-406) OTI the

Comprehensive Review and Revision of the

IAEA Regulations for the Safe

Transport of Radioactive Materials

(Safety Series No. 6)

7 - 1 1 November 1983

Vienna, Austria

Board Room, Vienna International Centre

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

7 November 09.00-10.30 Opening Speech Semenov

Address by Chairman Rawl

Administrative Matters Pope

Acceptance of Proposed Agenda

Acceptance of Proposed Procedures

Use of Drafting Group

Order of presentation of the Regulations

(Section 2.3 of W? 1)

10.30-10.50 Coffee

10.50-12.20 Annex A (Section 3.1 of WP 1)

Indexing of the Regulations (Section 2.4 of

WP 1)

Organization of Working Groups

12.20 Break for lunch; Meeting of the Chairman,

Scientific Secretariat, Working Group Leaders

and Secretaries

afternoon Commencement of Working Group discussions

17.30 Wine and Cheese Party at VIC Restaurant
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8 November morning Working Group discussions

afternoon Continuation of Working "Group discussions

15.30 Plenary Session; report of Working Group
progress and resolution of any necessary
issues

9 November morning Working Group discussions

afternoon Continuation of Working Group discussions

15.30 Plenary Session; report of Working Group
progress and resolution of any necessary
issues

10 November morning

14.00

Working Group discussions

Plenary session; Consideration of Working
Group reports

11 November 9.00-10.30 Continued consideration of Working Group

reports

10.30-10.50 . Coffee

10.50-12.20 Continued Plenary

12.20-14.00 Lunch

14.00-16.00 Final Plenary

16.00 Closing remarks °
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Provisional Organization of Working Groups

(1) Radiation Protection - Section IV

Q system; 3.9 of WP 1
Standards; 3.10 of WP 1
FRG release recommendations; 3.11 of WP 1

Including paras. 150-155; 232 and 3-5 (last comment) of WP 1

(2) LSA/SCO - 3.7 of WP 1

Including paras'. 247-250; 710-723; 125; 140

(3) Packaging and Package Testing (except LSA).

Sections II and VII; 3.2 of WP 1

(4) Administrative -

Sections I & VIII; 3.3, 3.4, 3.8, 3.12 and 3.13 of WP 1; pages 4-1
and 4-2 of WP 1

(5) Exceptions, Controls and Fissile Materials -

Sections III (less LSA/SCO), V and VI
3.6 of WP 1

Rooms for Working Groups

Rooms are tentatively assigned for Working Group meetings as follows:

WG 1 - C 0453

WG 2 - C 0441

WG 3 - C 0753

WG 4 - Board Room (Left Side)

WG 5 - A 0715

Advisory Group Secretarial Office

The secretary for the Advisory Group, Ms- J- Davison, will have her
office located in room C 0451 during 7-11 November.



ANNEX III

For all participants - from Chairman

Working Paper No. 26 AG-406

Working Procedures

AG-406
Advisory Group on the Comprehensive Review and

Revision of the Regulations for the
Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

- Third Meeting -
November 7-11, 1983

I Objective

a. The objective of this AG is to consider all of the issues and
comments submitted on the 3rd draft of the 1984 revision of Safety Series
No. 6. Comments and issues are basically found in Working Paper No. 1
and other documents which the Secretariat has distributed.

b. Our principle aim is to make all of the necessary decisions
involved in considering the comments and issues. These decisions should
fully take into account all of the comments so that all Member States and
international organizations know that their input was considered.

II Working Group procedures

a. The Working Groups will be used a's the primary forum for problem
solving, issue considerations and debate. Plenary approval will be
necessary for decisions to change the Regulations or 3rd draft revision,
but will not be necessary for detail matters. Plenary sessions will
concentrate on the substance of the issues and the approval of the
Working Group reports.

b. Joint Working Group issues can be resolved through consultation
when this is necessary. Joint meetings should be avoided if at all
possible. Communication between Working Groups should be in writing and
by using a representative from one Working Group to the other(s). The
main idea is to keep all Working Groups progressing simultaneously (at
the same time). The Working Group Leaders decide when referred items
will be discussed, keeping in mind the needs of all Working Groups
involved. If there are any problems, consult with Mr. Rawl.

c. Since problem solving and decision making will primarily be in
the Working Groups, individual experts will be expected to participate at
this level on issues which they feel strongly about.

d. If a Working Group wishes to transfer an issue or comment to
another Working Group they should arrange for this through the
Secretariat or Mr. Rawl. This also applies for issues or comments which
a Working Group believes should be transferred to them.
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e. As a rule, the most specialized Working Group should deal with
an issue first. Their decisions on joint issues should be communicated
to other affected Working Groups for information or endorsement, as
appropriate.

Ill Working Arrangements

a. The comments have been divided up by Working Groups and the
division of responsibilities is given below:

(Note: this supercedes the information on page 3 of Working Paper
No. 2, revision 1)

Provisional Organization of Working Groups

(1) Radiation Protection - Section IV

Q system; 3.9 of WP 1
Standards; 3.10 of WP 1

FRG release recommendations; 3.11 of WP 1

Including paras. 150-155; 232 and 3.5 (last comment) of WP 1

Working Papers Nos. 13; 16

(2) LSA/SCO - 3.7 of WP 1

Including paras. 247-250; 710-723; 125; 140

Working Papers Nos. 4; 5; 11 (last section of paper)

(3) Packaging and Package Testing (except LSA).

Sections II and VII; 3.2 of WP 1

Working Papers Nos. 3; 9

(4) Administrative -
Sections I & VIII; 3.3, 3.4, 3.8, 3.12 and 3.13 of WP 1; pages 4-1
and 4-2 of WP 1

Working Papers Nos. 12; 17; 20; 21; 22; 24; 26

(5) Exceptions, Controls and FisBile Materials -

Sections III (less LSA/SCO), V and VI
3.6 of WP 1

Working Papers Nos. 10; 15; 23; 25

All Working Groups should note and take any appropriate action concerning
Working Papers Nos. 6, 8, 14, 18, 19.
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Rooms for Working Groups

Rooms are tentatively assigned for Working Group meetings as follows:

WG

WG

WG

WG

WG

1 -

2 -

3 -

4 -

5 -

C 0453

C 0441

C 0753

Board Room (Left Side)

A 0715

Advisory Group Secretarial Office

The secretary for the Advisory Group, Ms. J. Davison, will have her
office located in room C 0451 during 7-11 November.

As a first order of business the Working Groups need to organize the
issues or comments they will be considering. The most significant ones
and those affecting other Working Groups should be considered first and
in the order of their relative importance.

IV Individual Responsibilities

a. Individuals are not tied to the Working Groups that they are
assigned. They are expected to participate in the various Working Groups
in order to cover those comments on issues on which they feel most
strongly.

b. Individual detailed input is expected at the Working Group
level.. This is where the problems are to be solved, debates held and the
majority results achieved.

V Justification of Changes

a. The basic approach is the same as that used by AG-266 and
AG-365.2. Changes need to be justified although this justification may
take several different forms.

b. As a basic premise, the 3rd draft of the Regulations can be
considered as already justified. The exception to this is that
corrections need not be justified.

c. Changes which involve only clarification are assumed to be
justified in their own right.

d. All significant changes (any above the detail level) need a
written justification. Significant changes from either the 1973 Revised
Edition (As Amended) or 3rd draft of the 1984 revision need to be
justified. Reversal of changes in the draft back to the 1973
requirements need only be explained in light of why reversal is deemed
desirable and perhaps why the earlier change is not now justified.
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VI Drafting Committee

a. The Agency has made arrangements to engage a small group of
consultants to serve as a Drafting Committee.

b. All decisions must be made by this Advisory Group with no
decisions left over to the Drafting Committee. The Drafting Committee is
only to be used to finalize chores which the Working Groups and full
Advisory Group believe are appropriate for it.

c. The Working Groups can draft any text which they feel is
necessary or alternatively they could provide any necessary guidance to
the Drafting Committee. For purely drafting chores, the Working Group
may defer to the Drafting Committee. All three of these alternatives are
available to the Working Groups in any way they wish to utilize them.
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Working Paper 27 AG-406

PROVISIONAL WORKING GROUP STRUCTURE

Working Group 1 - Radiation Protection

E. Goldfinch (UK) - Leader

R. Barker (Consultant/IAEA)

H. Daw (Consultant/IAEA)

K. Eckerman (USA)

J. Hamard (F)

W. Kolb (FRG)

J. Kotler (C)

K. Shaw (UK)

S. Suga (J)

K. Ulbak (D)

J. Warburton (ICHCA)

Working Group 2 - LSA/SCO

F. Collin (D) - Leader

A. Biaggio (Arg)

G. Bicke (C)

F. Golder (H)

J. Grover (UK)

K. Kuwashioa (J)

R. Nelmes (Australia)

R. Page (USA)

C. Ringot (F)

M. Seya (J)

B. Svahn (Sweden)

G. Wehner (FRG)
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Working Group 3 - Packaging Design and Testing

Y. Sou33elier (F) - Leader

P. Blum (F) - part time

P. Eyre (C)

C. Faloci (Italy)

R. Luna (USA)

À. Marchai (CEC)

K. Nemoto (J)

A. Onodera (J)

P. Patek (Austria)

W. Taylor (C)

K. Wieser (FRG)

S. Williamson (UK)

A. Nandakumar (WHO Fellow/India)

Working Group 4 - Administrative

B. Pettersson (Sweden) - Leader

J. Abouchaar (IATA)

L. Baekelandt (B)

F. Faïci (USA)

M. Grenier (F)

S. Piennattei (Italy)

K. Ridder (FRG)

H. Selling (N)

H. Wardelmann (IMO)

M. White (Consultant/IAEA) - part time

S. Yoshimura (J)

F. Stalder (Switzerland)

C. Young (UK)

Working Group 5 - Exceptions. Controls and Fissile

J. McLellan (C) - Leader

P. Blum (F) - part time

Y. Futamura (J)

J. Lukavsky (Cz)

H. Nishimura (J)

E. Ridout (C)

G. Subrahmanian (India)

M. White (Consultanc/IAEA) - part time

C. Wilson (UK)
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Working Paper No. 40 AG-406

Third Meeting of the Advisory Group on the
Comprehensive Review and Revision of the Regulations for

the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

Summary of Decisions

Monday, 7 November 1983

The third meeting of the Advisory Group on the Comprehensive
Review and Revision of the Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material (AG-046) was opened by IAEA Deputy Director
General B.A. Semenov at 9.15 a.m. on 7 November 1983. Mr. Semenov's
basic charge to the Advisory Group is given in Annex I. Following his
address, he turned the meeting over to the Chairman of the Advisory
Group, Mr. R.R. Rawl.

The Chairman's Opening Remarks are given in Annex II.

The Chairman addressed the Working Procedures outlined in Working
Paper No. 26. These procedures were very similar to those established
and followed at the previous Advisory Group meetings, indicating the
responsibilities of the participants, Working Groups and the Plenary.
A proposed agenda for the week, was also outlined by the Chairman,
presented in Working Paper No. 2 (first revision).

Mr. R.B. Pope, IAEA Secretariat, provided the participants with
relevant administrative information.

Following a brief discussion of Working Papers Nos. 2 and 26, the
Agenda and Working Procedures were approved by Plenary.

Discussion was held concerning the order of presentation to be used
in the final draft of the revised regulations. This issue was elaborated
on in Section 2.3 of Working Paper No. 1. Following discussion, strong
support was given to alter the order of presentation as suggested by the
IATA, using the second alternative which they suggested. Specifically,
the specification of A1/A2 values will become'the second section of the
Safety Series text, followed by packaging specifications in ascending
order of hazard (quantity). It was further agreed by plenary that the
detailed "tracking" of the changes would not be attempted by the Advisory
Group unless time later in the week allowed, but that the Third Draft
Revision numbering would be used, and the detailed restructuring would be
left to the Drafting Committee and to the capabilities provided by the
Word Processor for correcting para, numbers.

The issues relating to the proposals in Annex A of the Third Draft
Revision were then discussed. Relative to UF, and the subsidiary hazards
posed by this material, a modification to para. 105 which would require
the addressing of other than radioactive hazards was proposed and
agreed to by Plenary. Following further discussion it was agreed that
a B type working group (Working Group Bl) would be formed to draft new
text for para. 105, para. 503 and other paras, as appropriate, addressing
the subsidiary hazard of UF,. This Working Group was to be composed of
Messrs. Sousselier, Falci, Wieser and Williamson.
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The second major issue raised by Annex A concerns Tank Containers.
Issues of specific concern were the need for test pressure specifications,
a clear definition of what size containers need to be considered, and
what is meant by the words "in bulk" in the proposed text. It became
clear to Plenary that a clear definition of Tank Containers did not cur-
rently exist, and that until such a definition did exist, the other
specific issues could not be definitively addressed. Therefore, a
second class B type Working Group (Working Group B2) was formed to
provide a definition and further guidance back to Plenary. This Working
Group was to composed of Messrs. Ridder, Wardelmann, Grenier and Falci.
Others could participate as desired. It was agreed that this Working
Group would consider paras. Ill, 130 and 141; and other items
pertaining to the tank container issue in order to more clearly define
a tank container.

The Plenary adjourned at 12.20 p,m. for lunch; and reconvened at
2.00 p.m.

It was decided that the remaining issues raised by Annex A dealt
with Strong Industrial Packages, and these were referred to Working
Group 2.

The Chairman referred the second part of Working Paper 11 to
Working Group 2.

Section 2.4 of Working Paper No. 1, dealing with the need for and
content of an index for Safety Series No. 6 was discussed. It was
agreed that providing an index is an accepted practice in Agency
documents, that such an index would be useful to both the new users of
the Regulations and the experienced users when quickly seeking a specific
topical item, and that it should be complete without being exhaustive.
The prospective index list provided by Mr. Williamson, and documented in
Working Paper No. 1 was also issued as a separate document (Working Paper
No. 30) to assist the members of the Working Groups in consideration of
copies for the index. It was agreed that a third B type Working Group
would be formed later in the week, consisting of at least one member from
each, of the main Working Groups to assess the exising topical list and
provide the Agency and Drafting Committee with the subjects to be
covered in the Index.

It was agreed that Working Paper No. 17 would initially be considered
by Working Group No. 1, and then considered by Working Group No. 4.

The Plenary was adjourned at 2.35 p.m. with the Working Groups
convening shortly afterward.



ADVISORY GROUP ON IHE COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW AND

REVISION OF THE REGULATIONS FOR THE SAFE

- TRANSPORT- OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Vienna, 7-11 November 1983

OPENING REMARKS

Mr» B.A. Semenov

Deputy Director General

Department of Nuclear Energy and Safety

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Welcome to Vienna and to the International Atomic Energy Agency. On

behalf of the Director General, Mr. Blix, welcome to this the third and final

Meeting of the Advisory Grup for the Comprehensive Review and Revision of the

Agency's Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials, Safety

Series-Number 6.

As with the first two meetings, the size of the group here today is

large. I am impressed not only by the number of people here, but by the

number of Member States and international organizations represented. This

reflects both the importance and interest that you individually, and that the

government or organization you represent, have each placed upon the transport

regulations and the revision of them which you will be addressing this week.

Let me thank you each on behalf of the Agency for the efforts you have put

forth to prepare for this meeting and thank you in advance for the effort and

time you will contribute this week.

The purpose of this meeting is to carry out the final advisory step in

the process of revising the transport regulations. You will recall that this

revision process was initiated in September of 1980 through an Advisory Group

Meeting similar to this meeting. Since that time, further advice was obtained

during the second Advisory Group meeting in March 1982. In addition, a number

of technical committees, reviev committees, special working groups and

consultants have all contributed to the revised text as it exists today.
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The revised: text was Issued as the third draft revision in October 1982

and was submitted to each Member State and a large number of international

organisations for comment. All of the comments received by the Agency were

compiled into Working taper Number One for this meeting.

The quantity and content of the comments received on the Third Draft

Revision provides a very strong indication that the task is not complete and

that many issues must still be resolved before the revised text of Safety

Series Number 6 will be worthy of consideration by the Board of Governors. It

is our expectation that this Group will provide to the Agency the council

needed to bring this revision process to a conclusion in an expeditious

fashion.

That then is the task of this Advisory Group this week, to provide to the

Agency the advice necessary to prepare the final' draft text of the revised

transport regulations. The Agency staff, with the assistance of expert

consultants, «ill then take the advice provided and prepare the final draft.

I recognize, indeed we all recognize, that this will not be an easy

task. Differing views still exist on many issues. Additional data continue

to come forth. However, we must all recognize that this will always be true

— differing views will always exist and data will continue to come forth. I

therefore encourage you this week to communicate clearly and to compromise as

necessary to obtain agreeable, technically sound, consensus decisions to the

issues which are before you..

In my opening remarks to you at the second meeting of this group I stated

I was confident that by the end of that week,, all significant propositions

would have been resolved in suitable ways. I further stated that it was vital

that "the third draft revision not give rise to a great many comments,

otherwise the process will be never ending". My appeal to you today is that,

by the end of the week we strive to bring this revision process to a

meaningful and fruitful conclusion.
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Ladies and Gentlemen, it only rem&'.ns for me to introduce your Chairman

for the meeting, Mr. R. Rawl of- the United "States Department of

Transportation. Mr. Rawl chaired the preceding two revision panels also, and

on behalf of Mr.. Blix and the Agency I express appreciation for his efforts in

this job.

I wish you a pleasant stay in Vienna and a successful meeting.

I now declare the Meeting open and entrust it to Mr. Rawl.



Advisory Group on the Comprehensive Review and

Revision of the Regulations for the Safe

Transport of Radioactive Materials

Vienna, 7-11 November 1983

Chairman's Remarks
Mr. R.R. Rawl

Chief, Radioactive Materials Branch
U.S. Department of Transportation

It is a pleasure to be working again with such a knowledgeable and
dedicated group of experts in the field of radioactive materials
transportation. If past experience is a reliable indicator we will
succeed in accomplishing the task you have outlined through the
demonstrated diligence of the participants here. It certainly makes the
Chairman's job easier to be involved with a group which has so much
individual and collective experts and yet is receptive to the ideas and
concerns of others.

As Mr. Semenov has pointed out, our responsibility is to consider
the comments and issues which have been submitted in response to the
circulation of the 3rd Draft Revision of the Agency's Transport
Regulations. We have a large volume of comments to consider. We are
however in the third and final stage of the revision process and I
believe we can agree that the 3rd draft is good building block for this
final effort, Many significant issues have been decided already in the
revision process and we must now limit our scope to refining and
polishing the final document. We should not agonize over issues which
are not ripe for resolution such as: those which need further study or
additional information. Such issues will continue to arise throughout
_the future and they must be addressed in their own time. This week we
can solve the immediate problems facing us and we must concentrate on
this task. At the end of this week we should be able to look back and
say, "Yes, th±s is- the Best document which can be produced at this time",

In this regard, I would like to direct your attention to Working
Paper No. 19 which clearly sets forth the Agency's commitment to
successfully concluding the revision. Based on a knowledge of our past
accomplishments and the substance of the comments before us, I know we
can do the task before us. However, since we are the final group
meeting to consider this revision, there is one secondary task which I
also have in mind. -In the final portions of our week, if we have time,
I would like us to reflect on what we have learned about the revision
process itself. Our conclusions may be of value to the Agency in
determining its course of action in future revisions.



Working Paper No, 57 AG-406

Third Meeting of the Advisory Group on the
Comprehensive Review and Revision of the Regulations for

the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

Summary of Plenary

Tuesday, 8 November 1983

The Plenary convened at 15.30 hours on 8 November to assess the
progress of the various Working Groups, render decisions as necessary,
and refer actions to other Working Groups.

Mr. Rawl, the Chairman, summarized the status of the Working
Papers as follows:

WP 29 - assigned to WG 5;

WP 32 - redraft of Section V from Canada, incomplete in KP 1,
assigned to WG 5;

WP 33 - report of Working Group B2;

WP 34 - Referred to all Working Groups;

WP 36 - Assigned to WG 5;

WP 40 - Summary of Decisions on 7 November;' and

WP 42 - Assigned to WG 1.

The Chairman then asked for reports on progress from each of the
Working Groups. These reports are summarized as follows:

Working Group 1

Working Group 1 has been addressing two major areas dealing with
radiation protection: Optimization and the definition of activity
limits using the Q system.

Concerning optimization, they have addressed comments in WP 1 and WP 13.
Support has been reached for the Agency position and the Working Group
recommends that the regulations recognize that the Agency will take
action in the future to address the issue of optimization relative to
transport, and will include a statement that steps are to be taken to
keep doses As Low As Reasonably Achievable. It is recognized by the
WG that true optimization could have an effect on various aspects of
the regulations, but the application of optimization must wait for
further developments in the future.

Reference doses will be defined for segregation of packages as:

100 mrem/y for the critical group of the public, and

500 mrem/y for transport workers.

Concerning the Q system, some areas needed corrections but there is no
need to change any of the fundamental principles used.
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Working Group 2

Working Group 2 reported that they had not identified any problems which,
at that time, needed to come before Plenary. They are progressing well.
They will work closely with WG 3 to define the tests properly for Strong
Industrial Packagings. A new entry will be needed for LSA-I, and this
should be ready by Wednesday Plenary.

Working Group 3

WG 3 has considered at some length the issue of reduced pressure for
carriage of liquids by air. ICAO has implemented a requirement for all
other hazardous liquids in terms of a pressure differential, which is
different from the specifications in SS 6 in terms of reduced ambient
pressure. Recognizing that the requirements are already in place, the
WG proposed that a paragraph be added in the prescription for air
transport requiring the pressure differential test specified by ICAO.
The WG hesitates to add mode specific requirements but recognizes that
the requirement is already there as a result of the ICAO action.

WG 3 transfered two items for consideration by WG 1: namely the
exemption for compressed gases and consideration of the release of
krypton.

WG 3 reported they have nearly completed detailed consideration of
Section II, but still have all of Section VII to cover. They also
need detailed discussions with WG 2 on LSA packaging test requirements.

Working Group 4

WG 4 brought one issue to Plenary; the problem of the "Grandfather"
clause and whether serial numbering of packagings applied to the "old"
packagings which would continue in service under this clause. After
extensive discussion in Plenary, it was decided that serial numbers
would be required on Type B(TJ), Type B(M), and fissile packagings,
both new and "Grandfat&ered".

Working Group 5

WG 5 brought to Plenary the question of whether the UN numbers should
be changed. Their meaningfulness, usefulness, and whether the UN
Committee of Experts would be ammenable to change were discussed. It
was concluded that extensive support did not exist for changing at
this time, and the problem should be referred to the next meeting of
the US Committee of Experts.

WG 5 reported that final conclusions relating to WP 41 were awaiting
decisions by WG 1.

Working Group B2

WP 33 was reviewed by Plenary. The redraft of para. Ill was found to
be confusing, and WG B2 was requested to reconvene and address the
problems identified.

Plenary adjourned at 16.50 hours, with all Working Groups planning to
reconvene shortly after adjournment!



Working Paper No. 70 AG-406

Third Meeting of the Advisory Group on the
Comprehensive Review and Revision of the Regulations for the

Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

of Plenary

Wednesday, 9 November 1983

The Plenary convened at 15.30 hours on 9 November to again
assess the progress of the Working Groups, refer actions to other
Working Groups as needed, and render decisions which could not be
resolved in Working Groups.

The Scientific Secretary updated the status of the Working
Papers which had been prepared. The Chairman then indicated that WP 39
was assigned specifically to WG 3. He referred to WP 44 and requested
that referral of issues to other Working Groups be made more specific,
and resolutions be directed back to the Working Groups initially
assigned an issue.

Working Group B3 was established by naming Mr. Williamson (UK)
as the Leader of this group, and requesting the Leaders of the "A"
Working Groups to assign one member from each of the Groups to work
with Mr. Williamson.

The Chair then asked for reports from each of the Working Groups.
These reports are summarized as follows:

Working Group 1

This WG had completed assessing most of Section IV and was
looking at corrections to Table V.

As reported in the last para, of WP 51, 2nd page, the WG initially
decided to recommend an increase by a factor of 5 in the tritium values
(Al and A2) in Table V. However, further dicussion had shown that the
WG was split 50/50 on this issue, and therefore proposed that it be
resolved in Plenary. The issues relating to this were discussed,
including justification for the change, the fact that' the London meeting
on the Q-system had devoted extensive effort to this issue, and that a
change in Table V would require that a number of other values in the
Regulations which deal with tritium would need to be reevaluated and
adjusted. A significant number of those speaking to the issue did not
support the proposed change. The Chairman noted that AG-365.2 carefully
coordinated the various requirements to assure that proper values were
contained in the Third Draft, and that this AG should rely on the
decision of the previous Advisory Group.

Mr. Goldfinch was requested to provide input to WG 5 on the
"Exception" issue, noting that the Plenary did not wish to change the
A values.
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The issue of presenting both SI and alternate sets of units, and the
proper approach to rounding of the alternate units was discussed. It
was concluded that both sets of units would be retained with the SI
system being predominant and controlling, that the alternate set of units
would have the same number of significant figures as the SI set but that
the alternate set would always be rounded conservatively to assure that,
if the alternate set was used, compliance would be .ensured. It was
also noted that this issue needs to be discussed in the preface to
Safety Series No. 6 and a footnote to Table V - a task for the
Drafting Committee.

Working Group 2

The status of WG 2 is partially reported in WP 53.

Concerning the issue raised by the UK on page 3-19 of WP 1, i.e.,
the "Case for the Introduction of a New Transport Category for
Immobolized Waste", the WG drew to Plenary's attention that a problem
may exist, that a majority of the WG members agreed with the Agency
comment, BUT that a Technical Committee should be convened by the
Agency to urgently address the issue separate from the revision of the
Regulations.

The Leader of WG 2 noted that resolution by WG B2 was needed
quickly so WG 2 could proceed. The leader of WG B3 noted that this
issue had been resolved and would be documented in WP 59, to be issued
shortly.

Working Group 3

This WG was progressing well, and no issues needed to be brought
to Plenary. They did need resolutions to referred items returned to
be able to proceed.

They .had completed addressing all of their assigned issues from
WP 1, and all of those assigned to them by other WGs. They were
addressing issues from other Working Papers.

Working Group 4

They were in a position similar to WG 3.

They were still addressing the Grandfathering issue, trying to
define the "grace" period for packagings certified to 1973 edition of
Safety Series No. 6.

They had been looking at WP 8 submitted by the ICRU, but feel most
of those issues need to be addressed by WG 1.

Mr. Pettersson noted that WP 58 had been issued, but was not the
position of the WG, as it had not yet been considered in detail.
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Working Group 5

They were progressing well. Concerning Che Risk Placard, they
proposed chat it be made non-mandatory. They also proposed that the
UN numbers be made an Annex, rather than being in the body of the
Regulations, and that the latest UN recommendations at the time of
publication be included in the Annex.

Additional Business

WG 2 referred paras. 710 to 723 to WG 3. The Leader of WG 3
noted that they had already addressed this issue and proposed that
these paras, be replaced by text they were preparing.

It was noted that WG 3 should consider WG B2's report.

The Leader of WG B2 noted that WP 46 has been replaced by WP 59.

The Plenary adjourned at 16.50 hours.



Working Paper No. 87 AG-406

Third Meeting of the Advisory Group on the
Comprehensive Review and Revision of the Regulations
for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

Summary of Plenary

Thursday, 11 November 1983

The Plenary convened at 14.00 hours on 10 November 1983. The
summaries of the Plenary Meeting on 7 and 8 November (WP 40 and WP 57)
were tabled and accepted without comments.

Each Working Group chairman was asked to briefly summarize their
status. All five Working Group Leaders reported that they were near
completion, though joint discussions between some Working Groups
would be required. Working Group 4 needed guidance from Plenary and
Working Group 5 still needed to address Section VI.

Discussion of Working Group reports was then initiated.

WG Bl

Working Paper 38 was tabled. Following discussion, the proposed
paras. 105 and 503 were accepted. The footnote to Table III,
requiring application of ISO-DIS 7195 was not accepted. It was
recommended that this reference be cited as a good practice in the
advisory material. This completed the task of WG Bl.

WG B2

Working Paper 59 (which superseded both WP 33 and 46) was tabled.
Items 1, 2 and 3 were accepted, and the remainder of the paper was
accepted contingent upon the action of WG 2 and the comments below.
Issues yet to be resolved included the need for and, if needed, the
definition of large FREIGHT CONTAINER. Item 5 proposed deleting "in
bulk" throughout the Third Draft. It was noted that "delete" should
be replaced by "replaced", and that a term expressing the intent
needed to be defined. This completed the work of WG B2.

WG 2

Working Paper 53 was tabled. Items 1, 5 and 6 were accepted as
they had been previously considered. Item 2 provided text for para.
125. The proposed text for para. 125(a)(iii) was modified by
delating all of the sentence after "unlimited". Item 3 was accepted.
Item 4 is invalidated by WP 59. WP 53 was accepted subject to the
above.
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Working Paper 65 was cabled. Corrections Co che text included
changing proposed para. 316 co read "All unpackaged material other Chan
(see Item 2). Item 5, "para. 220" should read "para. 320". The
remainder of HP 65 was discussed, but resolution muse await a joint
meeting of WG 2 and WG 3.

Working Paper 73 was tabled and accepted with no changes.

WG 3

Working Paper 35 was cabled and accepted with no changes.

Working Paper 55 was cabled and the proposed differencial
pressure requirement for air carriage of liquids was discussed at length.
Para. 224 proposed revisions were also outlined. Discussion of WP 55
was Chen postponed.

In order to allow further meetings of che Working Groups,
discussion on WG reports was halted.

k difference of viewpoints was identified concerning para. 223(b).
WG 3 proposed a change in WP 55. Working Group 1 has proposed an
opposing change. Working Groups 1, 2 and 3 were requested co resolve
this issue.

WG 4 noted they needed guidance on para. 134 and on serial
numbers.

Plenary adjourned at 17.35 hours.



Working Paper No. 92 AG-406
L092s

Third Meeting of the Advisory Group on the
Comprehensive Review and Revision of the

Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials

Summary of Plenary

Friday, 11 November 1983

The Plenary convened at 09.00 hours on 11 November 1983. WP 70, the
Summary of the 9 November Plenary was tabled and accepted. The review of
documents produced by the Working Groups was immediately begun.

HG 3

WP 55 was again considered relative to a new para. 224, i.e.,
whether both a 9 m drop test and either double containment or absorbent
material are required. It was noted that a new text of this para, would
be offered later. Relative to para. 240, the recommended new temperature
requirement for para. 544 was proposed and accepted (see last para, of WP
75). WP 55 was accepted conditional upon resolution of the pressure
requirements for air carriage of liquids (WP 82 was later tabled and
accepted as a solution to this issue).

WP 68 was considered. Recommendations made therein were accepted
with the exception of those dealing with LSA/SCO packagings, which were
to be resolved later. As a result, WP 68 was also to be considered later.

WP 76, resolving the differences between paras. 223(b) and 248(b)
was accepted.

WG 1

The Leader of WG 1 noted that non-controversial comments on WP 1
were in tfieir WG "Master", to be left with the Agency for use by the
Drafting Committee.

WP 51 was considered at some length. Item 3, which dealt with the
application of Safety Series No. 9 to Safety Series No. 6, resulted in
proposed changes in the text of paras. 150-155. It became apparent that
methods for applying the Radiation Protection Standards have not been
developed completely and are very controversial. Following lengthy
discussions on definitions of exposure times, critical group and
incidentally exposed worker, and of methods of determining and averaging
over a lifetime, it was proposed that WP 51 be accepted. It was declared
accepted by the Chairman, but the representative from Argentina stated
that Argentina did not accept.
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Later in this session, the Secretariat proposed a change to the text
of para. 154. This change was agreed to by the Chairman of WG 1, and the
representative from Argentina stated he accepted and strongly endorsed
the change, which in turn removed his previous objection to WP 51. The
new text of para. 154, with the changes agreed to in Plenary underlined,
is as follows :

"RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL shall be sufficiently segregated from members
of the public, workers and undeveloped photographic film. To
achieve this a reference dose of 1 mSv (100 mrem) per year to the
critical group within the general public, or 5 mSv (500 mrem) per
year to transport workers, associated with realistically determined
exposure times, definition of critical group and method of lifetime
averaging consistent with the standards specified in Safety Series
No. 9 for dose limits shall be-used in determining segregation
tables or acceptable dose rates in regularly occupied areas. In the
latter case incidental shielding can be taken into account. The
radiation exposure of undeveloped photographic film in the course of
or during transport of RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL shall be limited to 0.1
mSv (10 mrem) per CONSIGNMENT of such film."

HP 63 was accepted.

The method of rounding SI and subsidiary units provided in HP 71 was
approved.

It was. agreed to add a new definition for contamination per WP 77.

The problem raised by WP 78 was not resolved, and it was agreed that
it would be discussed further during lunch.

WG 4

The recommendations in WP 6 for quality assurance and compliance
assurance definitions were accepted. In addition, text for para. 156 is
needed to implement the definition.

Items (2) and (3) of WP 21 were accepted.

The advice on the Foreword to SS 6 proposed in WP 83 was accepted.

Following discussions concerning the appropriate dates to use in the
text, WP 74 was approved subject to adding the words "by the Competent
Authority" in the first line of each proposed para.

WP 22, on the contents of certificates was accepted.

It was decided by the majority of Member States at Plenary that
overpacks should include Che use of Type B packages, per the
recommendation' of WP 1, page 4-20.

The comment on para. 832, WP 1, pages 4-199 and 4-200 was accepted,
with the addition at item (i) of "mass of fissile".

The comment by the Agency on para. 4-202, WP 1, concerning para. 836

was accepted, changing from 14 to 7 days.
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WF 79 was accepted as information to the Drafting Committee.

It was accepted that the words "necessary to enclose the radioactive
contents completely" should be added to para. 130 as shown in WP 90.

WP 85 was accepted with the following changes:

1) delete "tank container and tank vehicle" from item 1;

2) add ", paras. 201-210" to the end of item 3(a)(i);

3) change item 3(a)(ii) to read "and the requirements specified in
paras. 247 and 248. For transport of LSA-II by air, para. 220 shall
apply."; and

4) in the proposed new para. 252, delete the word container in the
first line, all of the last two sentences.

WG 3

WP 75 was reconsidered. Proposed text for para. 248 was accepted
subject to deletion of "STRONG", and adding "Type 2" so it reads "An
INDUSTRIAL TYPE 2 PACKAGE ...". Proposed text for para. 251 was accepted
subject to changes so that it reads "of LSA-II and LSA-III and SCO shall
meet the equivalent requirements of ...", and "an increase in RADIATION
LEVEL at the surface of the PACKAGE of more than 20%." The proposed
change from "and" to "or" of para. 224 was accepted, but the proposed
increase in liquid volume to one litre was rejected for insufficient
justification. All other aspects of WP 75 were accepted without change.

HP 82 was accepted.

WG 5

WP 41 was accepted, except for the last para, on excepted quantities
of special form.

WP 80 was accepted.

WP 54 was accepted; with the correction that the UK proposal on page
4-118 of WP 1 was not accepted.

WP 67 was accepted, deleting "N.O.S." from the middle of page 3. It
was requested that prior to final publication, the Agency take action to
place the most current values of the UN Numbers in SS No. 6.

WP 84 was accepted, deleting the "Note:".

WP 81 was- accepted.

The issue of use of tanks etc. for RAM and other goods was not
resolved due to lack of time (see page 4-114 of WP 1).
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General

WG B3 provided the Secretariat with a Master list for the Index.

WP 89 was rejected.

WP 86 was accepted.

WP 91 was accepted, adding "on the accessible and non-accessible
surfaces".

The Summary of the 10 November Plenary was accepted (WP 87).

The Agency's plans for SS No. 6 and for Explanatory and Advisory
Material were reviewed (WP 69).

The Chairman closed the Advisory Group meeting at 17.35 hours.



ANNEX VI

Working Paper No. 33 AG-406

Report of Working Group B2

Chairman Mr. K. Ridder (FRG)

Participants from the following countries:

H. Nishimura (Japan)
Y. Futamura (Japan)
F.P. Falci (USA)
R. Barker (IAEA)
M. Grenier (France)

Secretary: H. Wardelmann (IMO)

The Group agreed to make the following recommendations:

1. New draft revised paragraph 111

"BULK TRANSPORT shall mean transport by any mode in which SOLID
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS are not contained within PACKAGINGS, and LIQUID
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS are neither contained in PACKAGINGS nor in
TANKS (tank containers, road tank vehicles, rail tank wagons)."

2. The meeting's attention is drawn to paragraph 129(a), in which the
reference to TANK CONTAINER should be deleted.

3. In paragraph 141 in the second line, "in bulk" should bs deleted.

Note:

The Group only reviewed para. 141 up to the 6th line, up to "... non-
metallic tanks ...". The rest of this paragraph should be considered
by the Special Working Group.

It should be noted that definitions and provisions exist for:

1. Bulk transport

2. Strong industrial packagings

3. Type A packagings

4. Type B packagings.

Note:

Requirements and standards for tank containers will have to be
developed for the IAEA Regulations.. Reference is made to Chapter 12 of
the UN Recommendations. Tank container requirements normally contain
the design features.



Working Paper No. 35

Working Group 3

Summary of Decisions 11/7/83

Chairman: Y. Sousselier

AG-406

Secretary: R.E. Luna

Working Paper 1: Item 3.2, pp.3-13

The three comments (from Austria, Japan, and Norway) were considered
together with comments from the US, UK, FRG, and Japan. In response to a
request to delete the crush test, the WG decided that the crush test issue
was settled in the last review session. No action was taken on any of the
three proposals but, responding to Mr. Onodera's quote from WP 21 of the
last meeting in Japan, the WG recommended to the Agency that they pursue
appropriate information for inclusion in SS 37 to justify the crush test. This
could be achieved by either convening a study group to extract data from
previous meetings that could be included in a SS 37 entry in the crush test.

Working Paper 1: Section II, pp. 4-48

1. General headlines and structure of Section II (GDR, FRG)

The GDR recommendation was adopted i.e., the word additional should be
added to the sub-headings on pages 18, 20, 24 and 25. In addition the WG
accepted the concept that Che sections of Part II should appear in order of
relative stringen-.y of requirements (consistent with the IATA suggestion on
ordering) adopted by Plenary today (see section 2.3, WP 1).

para. 201 (comment by. US, Canada, UK, IATA)

No change accepted, but explanations should be added to SS 37 to assure
that designers have access to allow verification of proper package
functioning. This is as outlined in suggesting data for 201.

para. 202 (comment by GDR, UK)

No direct recommendation taken, but the words "under excessive load"should
be removed.

para. 203 (UK comment) no change

para. 204, 205 (UK comment) no change

para. 211 {IATA comment) no change

para. 214 (comment of Australia, Finland, GDR, UK)

Change first line of para. 214 to read:

"The design of the PACKAGE shall take into account, for the components
of the PACKAGING, temperature ..."
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In addition, the WG recommended chat explanatory words be included in SS 37
to distinguish the differences in emphasis between temperature of components
and ambient air between paras. 214 and 230, 240.

para. 215 (comments by Finland, UK)

Accept the UK proposal except substitute the word "requirements" for
the second appearance of the word standards.

para. 220 (comment by Finland and Agency)

** withheld to 11/8/83**

para. 223(a) (comment by Canada, Finland, FRG, UK)

The current text of 223(a) "(a) loss or disperal of the RADIOACTIVE
CONTENTS; and" was retained. The suggestion that a specific loss rate
or fractional loss (parallel to the Type B specification) was not accepted
because of the low risk and high cost inherent in testing every seal on
every package.
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7 November 1983

Working Group 5

AG-406

The WG reviewed its overall assignments and concluded that it was concerned,

with review and assessment of:

Working Papers No. 1, 10, 15, 23, 25

Commentary in WP 1 relevant to the groups tasks are

Volume I pages 3-15, 3-16

Volume II pages 4-80/90, 4-114/166 inclusive.

The WG discussed procedure and elected to postpone review of issues

described in WP 1, page 3-15, 3-16; WP 10, WP 15 and WP 25 until overall

review of the requirements of Section V.

The Working Group focused on comments described in WP 1, Vol. 2,

pages 4-80, 4-81, 4-82, 4-83,, 4-84, and the first Argentinian comment on

4-88, dealing with paras. 301 through 311 inclusive.

Based on this review the Working Group recommends:

1) The term "excepted radioactive material" be used in the Regulations

instead of "low activity materials".

2) The WG acknowledges that in addition to the Canadian and USA comments

there is a need for consistency in use of terms with current practices

employed by ICAO and other transport agencies.

3) The WG also recommends that the approach used by the USA in their

commentary on paras. 301 through 312, sub-heading "General Provisions"

be adopted with the following additional changes:

Para. 301 add the text "and other requirements of these Regulations" at

the end of the sentence.
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Para. 302 add reference that requirements of para. 612 must be

fulfilled.

It is noted that, fay using the USA proposed revision to these paras,

that the IATA comment on page 4-83, second para, has been accomodated.

In order to improve the clarity of this Section and incorporate the

recommended improvements, the following wording is recommended.

General Provisions

301. Excepted radioactive materials (consisting of limited quantities

of RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, instruments, articles, and empty PACKAGINGS)

which meet the requirements of this Section are excepted from

packaging, marking and labelling requirements and other requirements

of these Regulations.

302. The requirements of paras. 201-210, 508, 544-552, 612, and for special

form materials para. 802, 803 must be fulfilled.

303. The RADIATION LEVEL at any point on the external surface of the

PACKAGE shall not exceed 5 uSv/h (0.5 mrem/h).

304. All materials transported under the provisions of this Section shall be

described on a notice enclosed in or on the package, included with the packing

list or forwarded with the transport documents as:

1. Excepted radioactive material, empty packagings, UN 2908;

2. Excepted radioactive material, articles manufactured from natural or

depleted uranium or natural thorium, UN 2909;

3. Excepted radioactive material, limited quantities, n.o.s., UN 2910; or

4. Excepted radioactive material, instruments and articles, UN 2911; as

appropriate.

Limited Quantités

305. RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL whose activities do not exceed the relevant limits

listed in the column headed "Materials - package limits" in Table II, page ,

shall be excepted under para. 301-304 provided that:
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(a) the PACKAGES will retain their contents under conditions likely to be

encountered in routine transport; and

(b) the PACKAGE bears the marking "Radioactive" on an internal surface in

such a manner that a warning of the presence of RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

is visible when opening the PACKAGE.

Instruments and Articles

306. Instruments and manufactured articles, such as clocks, electronic tubes

or apparatus having radioactive material as a component part, whose activities

do not exceed the relevant limits in the column headed "Item Limits" in

Table II, page , shall be excepted under paras. 301-30A, provided that:

(a) the total activity per PACKAGE shall not exceed the relevant limit

listed in the column headed "Instruments and articles - package limits"

in Table II, page

(b) The RADIATION LEVEL at 10 cm from any point on the external surface of

any unpacked instrument or article shall not exceed 0.1 mSv/h (10 mrem/h)

(c) Each instrument or article (except radioluminescent time -pieces or

devices) shall bear the marking "Radioactive".

Articles, manufactured of NATURAL or DEPLETED URANIUM or NATURAL THORIUM

307 Manufactured articles in which the sole RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL is NATURAL

or DEPLETED URANIUM or. NATURAL THORIUM shall be excepted under para. 301-304

provided that the outer surface of the URANIUM or THORIUM is enclosed in an

inactive sheath made of metal or some other substantial material.

Empty PACKAGINGS

308. An empty PACKAGING which has contained RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL shall be

excepted under para. 301-304 provided:

(a) it is in good condition and securely closed;

(b) the outer surface of any uranium or thorium in its structure is covered

with an inactive sheath made of metal or some other substantial material;



(c) the level of internal NON-FIXED CONTAMINATION does not exceed one

hundred times the levels in Table X, page ; and

(d) any labels which may have been displayed on it in couformity with para.

510, are no longer recognizable.

The Group agrees with the comment by Sweden, WP 1, Vol. II, page 4-18,

that competent authority approval should be a requirement for special form

certification when applied to excepted radioactive materials. Accordingly,

the Group recommends that the first phrase in para. 802 "unless accepted

under para. 301," be removed. It should be noted that the representative of

the FRG did not support this recommendation.



Working Paper No. 44 AG-406

Report of Working Group 4 - Administrative

Report No. 1 Monday 7 November 1983

Chairman; Mr. B. Pettersson (Sweden)

Participants were as follows:-

J. Abouchaar (IATA)
F. Falci (USA)
M. Grenier (F)
S. Piermattei (Italy)
K. Ridder (FRG)
H. Selling (N)
H. Wardelmann (IMO) part time
M. White (Consultant/IAEA) part time
S. Yoshimura (J)
F. Stalder (Switzerland)

Secretary: C. Young (UK)

1. Initial Considerations

The Group first considered the tasks remitted to it in Working
Paper No. 26 with the purpose of determining those items where advice
from other Working Groups would be required. These are listed below
with details of any specific advice requested, or an indication where
an item is remitted in toto. References are to Working Paper No. 1.

WG 1

section 3,4 page 3-14 CSweden)

sect ion 3.13 page 3-38 (UK)

para. 117 page 4-7 (Belgium and Agency)

para. 122 page 4-9 (USA) Is "EXCLUSIVE USE" to be regarded as a
means for the control of radiation
exposure?

para. 124 page 4-10 ( f i r s t Canada) Opinion sought on the deletion
of the definition of "SMALL FREIGHT
CONTAINER" etc .
(Advice also sought from WG 3)

para. 134 page 4-28 (USA) See also WP 17

para. 135 page 4-29 (USA and Agency) Is there a need to define/
redefine "REGULARLY OCCUPIED
WORKING SPACE" re. para. 155?
(Advice also sought from WG 5)
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WG 2

para. 124 page 4-10 (FRG)

para. 129 page 4-23 (second FRG)

WG 3

section 3.8 page 3-22 (Agency)

para. 124 page 4-10 (first Canada) Opinion sought on the deletion
of the definition of "SMALL
FREIGHT CONTAINER" etc.
(Advice also sought from WG 1)

para. 129 page 4-22 (F)

para. 129 page 4-23 (first FRG)

para. 129 page 4-23 (third FRG)

Working Group 3 is further requested to advise WG 4 whether COMPETENT
AUTHORITY APPROVAL for TANK CONTAINERS is required.

WG 5 .

section 3.12 page 3-36 (IFALPA)

para. 128 page 4-20 (GDR)

para. 128 page 4-20 (UK)

para. 129(d) (new) page 4-22 (Denmark/Finland/Norway)
page 4-24 (Sweden)

para. 135 page 4-29 (USA and Agency) Is there a need to define/
redefine "REGULARLY OCCUPIED

.. WORKING SPACE"?
(Advice also sought from WG 1)

para. 137 page 4-30 (Australia) Is there a need to define
subcriticality and moderation ratio?

para. 802 page 4-192 (Argentina) Should all- "SPECIAL FORM MATERIAL"
be approved by COMPETENT AUTHORITY?

para, 832 page 4-200 (USA new) Remit in toto - WG 5

para. 836 page 4-202 (Finland)

Working Group 5 is further requested to refer to WG 4 regarding para. 539.
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2. Matters for Plenary discussion relating to revision of the
Regulations

A plenary discussion of the following items is appropriate:

i) Whether "to promote directly a 1994 revision and not wait until
then for deciding whether it is necessary or not" (Argentina)
page 4-1 of WP 1.

ii) Consideration and Agency Needs Related to Rescheduling the Issuance
of the Revised Transport "Regulations, WP 19.

3. Representative in a 'B' Working Group on indexing the Regulations.

Mrs. S. Piermattei kindly volunteered to note suitable entries
and attend the forthcoming Working Group on indexing.



Working Paper No. 51 AG-406

8 November 1983

Working Group 1

Major decisions of WG 1 reached on 7 and 8 November 1983

Participants :

E. Goldfinch (UK) - Leader
R. Barker (Consultant/IAEA)
H. Daw (Consultant/IAEA
K. Eckerman (USA)
J. Hamard (F)
W. Kolb (FRG)
J. Kotler (C)
K. Shaw (UK)
S. Suga (J)
K. Ulbak (D)
J. Warburton (ICHCA)

1. The WG considered WP 13 and section 3.10 of WP 1. It was
considered that in depth consideration of the optimization principles
within Safety Series 9 is not possible at this stage and it is recom-
mended that the Agency set up a group of consultants to examine this
problem.

2. The WG agreed that SS 6 reflects the basic requirements of the
dose limitation system of ICRP 26 and Safety Series 9 by

(a) including a general requirement to keep doses as low as is
reasonably achievable, and

(b) including reference to the dose limits of SS 9.

3. The WG agreed- that SS 6 should contain reference doses for the purpose
of determining segregation criteria. The values selected are 100 mrem per
year for members of the public and 500 mrem per year for transport workers,
the former associated with critical group. Realistic assumptions
regarding exposure times must be used. Revissd text for para. 150-155
is contained in Appendix A to this report.

4. The WG agreed to delete all but the first sentence from para. 151.

5. In consideration of WP 17, the group concluded that at this stage
of SS 6 it was not possible to introduce the de •minimis concept. The WG
however believed that a case may exist for reduction in administrative
requirements and called WG 5's attention to WP 17.
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6. WP 29 was considered and it was noted that the comments in it have
already been taken into consideration. WG 5's attention is drawn to
WG l's revision of para. 155 and thus a specific dose rate should not be
cited in paras. 538(d) and 539.

7. A number of Member States commented on the change in numerical
values of ̂ /A» for Mo-99 and Ir-192. The Working Group concluded that
the computation procedure was. agreed upon at a SWG meeting in London and
agreed not to open the O-system models to discussion for individual
radionuclides. However, the WG noted that optimization considerations
might wall alter some numerical values if a strong economic case
justifies this.. This question should be addressed by the group of
consultants to the Agency on optimization.

8. The WG discussed the need for a table value for mixed fission
products (MFP). It was noted that in the past such an entry was often
incorrectly used in that it was applied to situations where transurancics
were present. The WG agreed to text and table changes which indicate a value
can be derived from the mixture rule, given knowledge of the isotopic
composition, or the appropriate entry in Table 7 can be used. The WG
noted that the entry in Table 7,"knowing no alpha present* corresponds
generally to the old MFP yalue which was based on Sr-90. It was noted
that the wording in para. 403-407 was misleading and revision to th<2
text will be prepared.

9. It was agreed to include A-/A- values for all radionuclides of
half life greater than ten days which appear in ICRP 30. All
radionuclides presently identified with shorter half life will be
included, this includes 1-124 and others identified in comments.

10. It was agreed that numerical values of theoretical specific
activity should be deleted from Table V and placed in SS 37.

11. The WG noted the decision of the last Advisory Group not to
implement the Q system beyond the first stage. Thus the WG decided
not to change the -multipliers for the purposes of leakage of Type B
packages, activity limits for exemption, and qualification of LSA.

The WG decided to alter the tritium value in Table V. The
present entry would be retained but associated with T in forms other
than water vapour and elemental tritium. For these forms a new entry
will be included with A 1 and A£ values of 200 TBq (5000 Ci).



Appendix to WP 51

Agreed changes to para. 150-155:

Para. 150 1st sentence of para. 151 from draft 3.

Para. 151 Radiation exposures from the handling, storage and
transport of radioactive materials shall be kept as low
as reasonably achievable, social and economic factors
being taken into account. Compliance as exisGing
para. 150 ... precautions to be observed.

Para. 152 Unchanged except delete words "in these Regulations and".

Para. 154 Delete whole of para. 154 and replace with:

"RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL shall be sufficiently segregated from
members of the public, workers and undeveloped photographic
film. To achieve this a reference dose of 1 mSv (100 mrem)
per year to the critical group within the general public,
or 5 mSv (500 mrem) per year to transport workers,
associated with realistically determined exposure times,
shall be used in determining segregation tables or acceptable
dose rates in regularly occupied areas. In the latter case
incidental shielding can be taken into account. The
radiation exposure of undeveloped photographic film in the
course of or during transport of RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL shall
be limited to 0.1 mSv (10 mrem) per CONSIGNMENT of such film.
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Working Group No. 2
Report Ho. 1 to Plenary

Chairman: Mr. W. Collin Secretary: Mr. R. Nelmes

General Matters

Working Paper 1, Vol. 1, pp. 3-19

1. the United Kingdom comment was discussed at length, and the Working
Group recognised that a problem may exist. A majority agreed with
comment made by the Agency at WP 1, Vol. 1, 3-21, but considered that the
United Kingdom comment should be refered to a technical committee for
urgent consideration and resolution.

2. The Working Group examined WP 1, Vol. 1, 4-11 to 4-19 comments and
recommends para. 125 be amended as follows:

LOW SPECIFIC ACTIVITY MATERIAL

125. LOW SPECIFIC ACTIVITY (LSA) material shall mean material which by

its nature has a limited specific activity, or material for which limits

of estimated average specific activity apply. External shielding

materials surrounding the LSA material shall not be considered in

determining the estimated average specific activity.

LSA material shall be in one of three groups :

(a) LSA-I

(i) Ores containing naturally occurring radionuclides (e.g.,

uranium, thorium), and uranium or thorium concentrates of

such ores.

(ii) Solid unirradiated natural or depleted uranium or natural

thorium or their solid or liquid compounds or mixtures.
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(iii) Material for which the A, v a l u e i s unlimited and for which

the general requirements for excepted/low activity material

are exceeded.

(b) LSA-II

(i) water with tritium concentrations up to 1 TBq/1 (27 Ci/1)

(il) Other material in which the activity is distributed

throughout and the estimated average specific activity does

not exceed

for solids and gases: 10

for liquids: 10"5 A,/g

(c) LSA-III

Solids (e.g., consolidated wastes, activated materials) in

which:

(i) The radioactive component is distributed throughout a

solid or a collection of solid objects, or is essentially

uniformly distributed in a solid compact binding agent

(such as concrete, bitumen, ceramic, etc.);

(ii) The activity is relatively insoluble, or the activity is

intrinsically contained in a relatively insoluble matrix,

so that, even under loss of packaging, the loss of

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL per PACKAGE resulting from the

leaching test in para. 749(a) and (c) is limited to less

than 0.1 A_; and

(iii) The estimated average activity of the LSA material does

not exceed 2 x 10~ A_/g.
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3. The Working Group examined WP 1, Vol. 1, 4-31 to 4-35 comments and
recommends para» 140 be amended as follows:

SURFACE CONTAMINATED OBJECT

140- SDBFACE CONTAMINATED OBJECT (SCO) shall mean a solid object of

non-RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL having radioactive material distributed on its

surfaces. SCO shall be in one of two groups:

(a) SCO-I A solid object on which:

(i) the NON-FIXED CONTAMINATION on the surface averaged over
2 • 2

300 cm (or the area of the surface if less than 300 cm )
2 —4 2

does not exceed 4 Bq/cm (10 /*Ci/cm ) for beta and
2 —5 2

gamma emitters, or 0.4 Bq/cm (10 ^Ci/cm ) for alpha

emitters ; and

(ii) the FIXED CONTAMINATION on the surface averaged over 300
2 2

cm (or the area of the surface if less than 300 cm )
4 2 2

does not exceed 4 x 10 Bq/cm (1 /* Ci/cm ) for
3 2

beta and gamma emitters, or 4 x 10 Bq/cm (0.1yw-
2

Ci/cm ) for alpfia emitters.

(b) SCO-II: A solid object on which either the FIXED or NON-FIXED

CONTAMINATION on the surface exceeds the applicable limits

specified for SCO-I in (a) above and on which:

(i) the NON-FISKD CONTAMINATION on the surface averaged over
2

300 cm (or the area of the surface if less than 300
2 2 —2 2

cm ) does not exceed 400 Bq/cm (10 /• Ci/cm )
2

for beta and gamma emitters or 40 Bq/cm
-3 2

(10 ft- Ci/cm ) for alpha emitters; and

(ii) the FIXED CONTAMINATION on the surface averaged over

300 cm (or the area of the surface if less than
2 5 2

300 cm ) does not exceed 8 x 10 Bq/cm
(20 —Ci/cm ) for beta and gamma emitters or 8 x 10

2 2
Bq/cm (2p>Ci/cm ) for alpha emitters.



4. The Working Group examined WP 1, Vol. 1, 4-73 Co 4-74 and recommends the
following amendment to para* 247. Para. 247 should be amended Co read:

STRONG INDUSTRIAL PACKAGES shall be designed Co meet che requirements In
paras. 201-210, 248 and, for transport of LSA II liquids by air 220.

5. We refer to WP 1, Vol. 1, 3-18 comment by Sweden relating Co Advisory
Material, and suggest Chat appropriate discussion be included in Safety
Series 37.

6. The Working Group examined WP 1, Vol. 1, 4-78 to 4-79 and recommends
that paras. 249 and 250 be deleted.
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The Working Group continued its assessment of the comments presented
in HP 1 dealing with Section V of the Regulations. Referenced paras,
and Sections are taken from the October 1982 3rd Draft Revision of the
R..À.H. Transport Regulations.

Section V. Page 4-114.

General comments by Canada are to be implemented by the Drafting
Committee.
FRG 1st comment was deferred since the representative was not in
attendance.
FRG 2nd comment has been referred to WG 2 and 3 via WP 39.

Para. 501. Page 4-114.

Agency, Agree with use of shall. No changes in remainder.

Para. 503. Para. 4-115.

Argentina. Accepted.

Para. 504. Page 4-115.

Argentina. Not accepted..
GDR comment. Has been taken into account in para. 505.

Para. 505. Page 4-115.

Canadian comment. Not accepted.

Page 4-116.

DK. Accepted as an improvement over 3rd Draft.

Para, 507. Page 4-116.

Australia. Accepted with sl ight correction, i . e . , mSv/h.
Belgium. Accepted.

Page 4-117.

Nordic countries. Accepted.
OK. Accepted.
USA. Accepted.
Agency. Not accepted.
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Table VIII. Page 4-117.

Argentina. Accepted.

Page 4-118.

Nordic Countries. Accepted.
GDR. Reference to Criticality TI removed from "Bulk".
Canada. Terminology for Radiation TI and Criticality TI to be stated

generally as detailed as recommended in WP 36.
UK. Accepted with, changes in terminology as above. Footnote (d)

accepted. The concept of 0 TI for nuclear criticaltiy control has
been removed.

Page 4-119.

UK. Accepted.
USA. Accepted.

Table VIII and XI. Page 4-119.

Agency. Intent of this comment not clear. No action taken.

Table IX. Page 4-119.

Finland. It was agreed that words should be used throughout this
Table, and others in this Section, instead of mathematical
symbols.

UK. Same as above.
IATA. Same as above but change to footnote (a) not accepted.

Para. 508. WP 25.

Agency. Accepted.

Page 4-120

Argentina. Not a regulatory matter; should be considered for SS 37.

Page 4-121.
Australia. Not accepted.
Nordic Countries. Drafting Committee to revise as appropriate in final

version.
UK. Accepted.
USA. Not considered necessary in view of changes to para. 401.
Agency. Taken care of by removing last sentence.

Table X. Page 4-122.

Canada. Not accepted.
UK. Accepted.
UK. Accepted.
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Para, 509- Page 4-122.

Belgium. Accepted.
Finland. Intent of the comment not clear. No action taken.

Page 4-123.

India. Accepted.
Hungary. Taken care of by use of words instead of symbols.

Table XI. Page 4-123.

Australia. Table XI(b) correction accepted.
Table XI(c) correction; removed para. 541 and 549 (in footnote)
and added 535(a).

Austria/Canada. Accepted.
Canada. Para. 535(a) and 538(a) included.
Canada. Accepted.
Nordic Countries. Only reference to 535(a) and 538(a) accepted.

Page 4-124.

GDR. Accepted.
UK. Accepted..

Page 4-124/125/126/127.
UK. Use "NOT APPLICABLE" instead of "NOT REQUIRED".

Page 127.
USA. Not accepted; covered in Table XII.
IATA. No longer applicable.
ICAO. Nu longer applicable.
Netherlands. No longer applicable.

Table XII. Page 4-128.

Argentina. Not acceptable.
Ecuador. No action.
UK. Accepted with "Not applicable" instead of
USA. Accepted.

zero"

Para. 510. Page 4-129/130.

Argentina. No action required.
Australia. Not accepted.
IATA. Accepted but heading to be modified to "MARKING, LABELLING AND

PLACARDING". Following paras, to be adjusted by Drafting
Committee to reflect same sequence as in heading.

Agency.

Page 4-130.

Not accepted.
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Para. 511. Page 4-131.

Agency. Move "TASK CONTAINER" to end of para. 511.

Para. 512. Page 4-131.

Canada. Accepted. Drafting Committee to adjust para. 832(e) and 837(e).
Finland. Taken care of By action on Canadian comment.

Page 4-131.

GDR. Not accepted.

Page 4-132.

USA. Not accepted.
ICAO. Taken care of by deletion of specific prefixes in Regulations.

Para. 513. Page 4-132.

Australia and Austria. Accepted.

Page 4-133."

IATA. Accepted. Drafting Committee to modify paras. 513, 514, and
515 accordingly.
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Working Grotip 3

Summary of Decisions. 8 November 1983 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. Y. Sousselier Secretary: Mr. R. Luna

Working Paper No. 1: Section II pp. 4-55 ff.

para. 220 Comment by Agency and Finland

The ICAO comment that the design minimum ambient pressure
should be reduced to 5 kPa were discussed and no change is
the recommendation. The ICAO requirement that- a package
withstand a differential pressure of '95 kPa without
leaking should be considered for addition to the para. 540
to 543 sequence and/or inclusion in SS 37.

para. 223(b) Comments by Canada, Finland, FUG, UK, USA

The current text of 223(b) should be modified to be like
248(b) which represents extensive discussion at the last
review meeting. Note that change in order to accomodate
IATA ordering of sections-, as passed by plenary, may
allow 223Cb).to be removed.

para. 224 Comment by Austria, FRG; UK

The Austria and FRG comment to use "or" instead of "and"
was not taken; "or" is correct. The FRG addition to
accomodate LSA's and LCO's was denied until LSA/LCO
decisions are made. Add "to meeting requirements of paras.
221-223:" after the word in addition in line 2. Following
a UK recommendation the following is added:

(d) subparas, (b) and (c) shall not apply in the case of
approved TYPE B PACKAGE carrying liquid contents not
exceeding the activity permitted in a TYPE A PACKAGE.

para. 225

**

Comment by Canada and FRG

Add "to-meet requirements of para. 221 to 223"; after
"in addition". The question of why H-3 and Ar-37 are
excepted was referred to WG 1.

para. 226 Comments by Denmark, Finland, Norway, UK, Netherlands

Accepted change in para. ref. from 232 to 223(a) (typo).
Accepted recommendations to change para, reference to
"201-223" from 211 to 223.
Remove the words "... for TYPE A PACKAGES".
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para. 227 Comment by Canada and UK

Accept UK component; reject Canada request.

para. 228 Comment by Canada - not accepted.

para. 229 Comment by Australia, UK

Insert "on" in place of "of" in first line of 229(a);
Delete (gCal/cm ) in table heading.
Put "i.e.," before "disregarding" in line 3.

para. 230 Comments by Finland, UK, USA

Sot accepted . Consider for SS 37.
Delete second column of numbers in Table (right column).

para. 231 Comment by Argentina, Canada, GDR, Sweden

The Argentine comment was not accepted.
The comments that the crush test be included was accepted
by refering para. 732 instead of 732(a) and 732(c).

para. 232

**

Comments by Canada, Finland, FB.G, India, Sweden, UK, USA

Canadian comment to remove 1000 A ,_.thrsshold for crush test
and Indian to raise density to 15ÛD kg/m were not
accepted because justification for crush was not to be
reopened. Finland, US and FRG comments are editorial.
Sweden comment not accepted but recommended for SS 37 exposition
The UK comment was transferred to WG 1 because it appears
to be a health physics question. The UK comment refers to
possiBle confusion between continuous venting and permissible
leakage in the Type B tests. The suggested text should be
worked into 232(a).

para. 233 UK comment accepted - editorial.

para. 234 Comments by several (on typo) and US

The US comment to insert 2 x 10 A- for 10 Ci in the
immersion test was denied.

para. 237 Comments by Japan, Agency

Japanese comment recommended for SS 37 section.
Agency comments resulted in deletion of last 2 words of
paragraph to acknowledge effects on leakage and shielding.
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para. 239 Comment by Australia, Belgium, UK, USA

Accepted UK comment to clarify meaning of "shade".

para. 240 Comments by several

UK comment on temperature range accepted as follows:

"The PACKAGE shall be designed for an ambient temperature
range from -40°C to +38 C.

The US comment should be included in SS 37 (reference to
brittle fracture as failure mechanism). The ICAO required
taking ambient temperature up to +70 C into account. ' This
should be included in the para. 540-543.

para. 241 Comment by UK rejected but the paragraph reference to
"230" should be changed to "230 and 240".

para. 242 Comment by Belgium accepted.

para. 245 Comments by several.

UK comment accepted (rewording). Typo subject to many
comments is 50 nCi. Agency comment on leak test
techniques may be included in ISO reference.

para. 247 Comment by many

UK. proposed text adopted without reference to paras.
"240-250".

para. 248 Comments by many related to including the capability of
the competent authority to accept tests not specified in
regulations. The UK text at the top of p. 4-77 was
accepted with the addition of the words "or UN Standard
for Group 3 packaging" after the citation of para.
727 and 728 on acceptable tests for SIP. In addition the
words"whichever is the larger" at end of 248(b).

para. 248(new) The FRG comment requesting a new para, relating to
combustable binder in LSA III was postponed.

para. 249 Comments by Australia, Canada, and UK

The Australia and UK comments to delete para. 249 was
accepted.
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para. 250 Comments by FRG, UK and Agency

This requirement for ullage is operational, not design
oriented; if needed it should go to Section 5.

para. 251 (new) This FRG comment will be reworded for consistency with
position in a design related section.
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Report of Working Group 4 - Administrative

Report No. 2 - Tuesday 8 November 1983

Chairman; Mr. B. Pettersson (Sweden)

The Chairman welcomed Mr. L. Baekelandt (Belgium) to the Group.
Other participants were as shown in Report No. 1.

1. Organisation

The Group planned to treat the items remitted to it in Working
Paper No. 26 in the following order:

Working Paper 1 - sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.8, 3.12, 3.13

Working Paper 1 - section 4, pages 4-1 and 4-2

Working Paper 1 - Section VIII, pages 4-191 to 4-203

Working Paper 6

Working Paper 1 - Section I, pages 4-3 to 4-47.

The Group plan to subdivide temporarily into two subgroups to treat the
following issues on day 3.

i) Transport Index (including consideration of TC 405)

ii) Para. 825 subdivision of approval certificate requirements -
Working Paper No. 22.

2. WG Recommendations on Topical Comments 3.3, 3.4, 3.8, 3.12, 3.13

3.3.1 page 3-13 (Australia)

3.3.2 page 3-13 (Australia)

3.3.2 page 3-14 (Equador)

3.3.3 page 3-14 (Australia)

3.4 page 3-14 (Sweden)

3.8 page 3-22 (IFALPA)

(Agency)

Passenger aircraft is adequately
defined in para. 110, we can
therefore see no reason to change
para.540 or 110.

We believe the footnotes
throughout the Regulations are
useful and informative - they
should not be deleted.

Editorial

Awaits input from WG 1

Not feasible for the Agency to
adopt (see para. 106)
Awaits input from WG 3

Drafting

Defer

Defer
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3.12 page 3-36 (IFALPA)

(.Norway)

page 3-37 (Agency)

3.13 page 3-37(Australia)

3.13 page 3-37 (Finland)

3.13 page 3-38 (first UK)
(second UK)

3. Detailed Comments 4.0

FOREWORD page 4-1 (first Argentina) Agree the Regulations 3hould be
changed when necessary but not
by a fixed date.

(second Argentina) Accept

Input required from WG 5.

No action required.

To be considered under Section 1

Reference should be made to
Conversion Table in "CONTENTS"
and index

Editorial

Input required from WG 1
Editorial

(Agency)

page i page 4-1 (Australia)
(UK)
(Australia)

Accept - Mr. White to draft a
suitable cross reference for
plenary

Editorial

4. Detailed Comments on Section VIII (including WPs 20,21,. 22)

Section VIII page 4-191 (Equador) No action

para. 801 page 4-191 (Denmark/
Finland/
Norway)

(GDR)

para. 803 page 4-192 (Argentina)

(Austria)
(Nordic)

Accept or use alternative
wording at b) "PACKAGE CONTAIN-
ING FISSILE MATERIAL", if
definition accepted.
Tentatively subject to WG 3.

Keep or take out subject to
other WG decisions on para.
539. Add "determination of
unlisted A. and A- values.

Accept as dealt with already by
WG 5 re. para. 301

Editorial

Defer

Defer

Drafting
Index

Drafting

Defer
Drafting

to Plenary

Drafting

Plenary

Drafting

Defer

Defer

Drafting

Drafting
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para. 803 page 4-193 (Argentina)

para. 805(h) page 4-193 (Canada)

para. 805(e) page 4-193 (GDR)
page 4-193 (GDR)

para. 813 page 4-193 (Argentina)

Accept

Rejected as unnecessary

Editorial

Not appropriate in SS 6 but
consider for SS 37.

4.1. Grandfather Clause para. 813, page 4-190 (Australia), page 4-193
(Argentina), page 4-194 (Austria, UK), page 4-195 (USA) and
Working Paper No. 21 (RTSG)

The Group agreed with the proposal to add a new paragraph to
cover 1967 Approvals along the lines suggested in WP No. 21 which
would precede the existing para. Mrs. Piermattei and Mr. Grenier
will develop the text.

The Group agreed with USA proposal to allow a 5 year period for
implementation and grace before grandfathered Type B(U) packages
would require multilateral approval and agreed with the current draft
intent to allow no new- construction after a date 10 years from
publication of the new Regulations. Both these should be quoted
as actual dates in the new Regulations, not as time periods from
publication. Detailed draft to follow.

Regarding Agency comment, page 4-195 the Group suggest the
final sentence appear both in the Foreword and where it is now.

5. Further Comments on Section VIII (including WPs 20,21, 22)

para. 814 page 4-195 (UK) Advice sought from WG 5, see
also para. 515 and 814 reference!
para. 804, 807, 810, 813.

The Group noted the potential
problem of marking serial
numbers on packages and sought
plenary advice. It was felt
however that, since most
packages will bear an
industrial serial number in any
case, this problem may not be
a large one. Mrs. Piermattei
and Mr. Grenier will produce
further draft for plenary
consideration.

Drafting

Drafting

SS 37

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting

Defer

Plenary

Plenary
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para. 814 page 4-196 CAgency)

para. 815 page 4-196 (UK)

para. 816Cc) page 4-197 (UK)

para. 819 page 4-197 (Agency)

para. 823(c) page 4-197 (GDR/UK)

para. 824(a) page 4-197 (Australia/
Belgium/
India/
Norway/
UK, USA)

para. 824Ca) page 4-197 (USA)

para. 825 page 4-198

para. 827 page 4-199 (.Argentina)

para. 328 page 4-199 (USA)

para. 832 page 4-199 (USA)

Agree Agency comment, will ! Defer
return to this item in
conjunction with para. 813
later. ' |

Suggest the following: , Editorial
"•MULTILATERAL APPROVAL shall be j
required for SHIPMENTS which
comprise : !
a)
b)
c)
d) Radiation protection

programmes under para. 539." '

This para, should be reinstated Editorial

Agree should go to Section I ' Editorial
i

Agree to UK layout, but delete
"A TÏPE A PACKAGE DESIGN" and
"I INDUSTRIAL PACKAGE DESIGN" ; Editorial

i

Agreed : Editorial

para. 832 page 4-200 CUSA cont'd)

Agree to delete 'S' from 824(a)
but add another sentence re.
SPECIAL FORM, 'S' only appears
on certificate.

Defer for individual treatment Defer

No change is recommended

Agreed j
I

Acceptable if UN list is accept adj.
accepted. The Group noted that |
the UK number problems is noc |
yet resolved. j Plenary
May be a problem with FISSILE I
materials, identifiable from !
UN number. :

Editorial attention needed in jEditorial
subpara. 1). At "New para." I
reference is to para. 312 not i
313. j

Group does not agree with USA { Defer
proposal for 'EMPTY' label, but
awaits WG 5 input finalizing its
view.
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para. 832 page 4-201 (ICAO)

para. 833 page 4-201 (IMD)

para. 833(a) page 4-202 (Agency)

para. 836 page 4-202 (Denmark./
Finland)

(Agency)

para. 840 page 4-202 (Austria)

para. 840 page 4-203 (UK)

Group could not support this.

Deferred for IM0 representative
to present

Should be adopted.

Awaiting WG 5 input

Defer

Defer

Suggest notice period could
be reduced co a more practicable
time of at least one week.

Comment not understood.
(see also para. 103 page 4-3)

Should be adopted.

6. Consideration of WP 6 - TC on Implementation Assurance

6.1 the Group considered WP 6 - Report of the Chairman on the
"Proceedings of the 1st meeting of the Technical Committee on
"Assuring the Implementation of the Transport Regulations"".

6.2 The Group considered that the Committee's recommendation
to modify the style and format of the Regulations to simplify them
has been partly achieved in the revision process. Radical
restructuring is however not possible.

6.3 A reference to invoke observance of the guidance material
in the Foreword to SS 6 has been provided.

6.4 A "Catalogue of Essentials" should be incorporated in the next
revision of SS 37. A link to this can only be provided as in 6.3 aove

6.5 The criticsm of para. 106 (Ref. UP 6 at bottom of page 14) was
noted by the Group. This will be treated if possible during
considerations of Section I (to follow).

6.6 Further consideration is being given to the content of para.
840(b).

Defer
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Third Report of Working Group B2

The Group agreed to make the following recommendations:

1. Delete para. Ill - Definition for BULK TRANSPORT.

2. In paras. 119Ca) > in the first and second lines delete "large
FREIGHT CONTAINER".

3. In para. 122 in the first line, add "or a large FREIGHT CONTAINER"
after CONVEYANCE.

4. In para. 124 in the second line delete : "..., either packaged or
in bulk., ...".

Working Group 3 is requested to review the definition for FREIGHT
CONTAINER, taking into account the comments by IMO in Working Paper
No. 10, page 3. Reference is also made to the ISO Standards.

5. "In bulk" should be deleted in any place where it appears in the
Third Draft.

6. Para. 129 should be amended as follows:

129. PACKAGE shall mean the PACKAGING with its RADIOACTIVE
CONTENTS as presented for transport.

Each type of PACKAGING may be classified as one of the following:

(a) INDUSTRIAL TYPE 1: meeting the requirements of paras. 201-203,
and 206-209.

Cbl INDUSTRIAL TYPE 2: meeting the requirements of paras. 201-203,
206-209., 247-250 and, for transport of LSA-II liquids by air,
220.

(c) INDUSTRIAL TYPE 3: meeting the requirements for TYPE A
PACKAGES in Section II, except for paras. 204, 205, 220 and
224, For PACKAGING for LSA-II liquids for transport by air,
para. 22Q shall apply.

(d) TYPE A PACKAGE shall mean a PACKAGE that is designed to
withstand normal conditions of transport as demonstrated by
the retention of the integrity of containment and shielding
to the extent required by paras. 211-225, as appropriate.

(e) TYPE B PACKAGE shall mean a PACKAGE that is designed to
withstand the damaging effects of a serious transprot accident
as demonstrated by the retention of the integrity of the
containment and shielding ot the extent required by paras.
223-240 or paras. 241-242, as appropriate.
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A TYPE B PACKAGE shall be either:

(i) A TYPE BE PACKAGE which meets all the requirements in
paras. 233-240, requires UNILATERAL APPROVAL, and shall
be identified as a TYPE B(TJ) PACKAGE; or

(ii) A TYPE B PACKAGE which fails to meet one or more of the
requirements in paras. 233-240 but does meet the additional
requirements in paras. 241-242, requires MULTILATERAL
APPROVAL, and shall be identified as a TYPE B.(M) PACKAGE.

7. To para. 130 add a new sentence as follows:

The PACKAGING may be an INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING,, or a TANK, or a
FREIGHT CONTAINER, or a PACKAGING specifically designed to
satisfy the TYPE A or TYPE B PACKAGE requirements.

8. Para. 141 should be amended as follows:

"141. A TANK (tank container, road tank vehicle or railway tank
wagon) shall mean an (article) of transport equipment designed to
-facilitate the carriage of goods by one or more modes of
transport. It -must be of a permanent character, rigid and strong
enough for repeated use."

9. Para. 321 should be. amended as follows:

"321: LSA materials or SCO shall be carried in PACKAGES of the
Types specified ±n Table III.

TABLE III INDUSTRIAL TYPE PACKAGING REQUIRED FOR LSA AND SCO

Material INDUSTRIAL TYPE OF PACKAGING

EXCLUSIVE USE Not in EXCLUSIVE USE

(Rest no change)

10. Para. 322 should be amended as follows:

"322. LSA material and SCO in groups LSA-III and SCO-II shall not
be transported unpackaged or in TANKS. LSA material and SCO in
groups LSA-I, LSA-II and SCO-I may be transported under the following
conditions:

(a) Other than for ores containing naturally occurring radionuclides,
each CONVEYANCE shall be loaded in such a manner that, under
conditions likely to be encountered in routine transport, the
CONVEYANCE will retain its contents;

(b) Each CONVEYANCE shall be in EXCLUSIVE USE;

(c) LSA-II gases, liquids and slurries shall be transported in a
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Working Group 1

Major Decisions of WG 1 reached on 9 November 1983

1. The WG notas it has responded to all referrals as of end of
business on 9 November.

2. The WG has completed review of all comments in WP 1, with the
exception of numerical entries into Table V.

Decisions of note:

(a) The WG agreed not to change the release rate limits for Type B(U)
packages as requested in FRG comment (p. 3-32 of WP 1). The FRG
disagreed with the decision.

(b) The WG agreed to include into para. 405 an equation for computation
of A_ for a mixture.

In addition the WG revised the entries into Table VII for "alpha
emitting nuclides and known, to be present ... ". The A. and A, values
0.1 TBq(3 Ci) and 2 x 10 TBq(6 x 10 Ci). Revised text for
Section IV is attached as an appendix.

3. Drafts of CEGB TPRD/B/0340/R83 entitled "The Q System for the
Calculation of A1 and A_ Values within the IAEA Regulations for The
Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials". This paper in addition to
WP 42 will be used to resolve numerical discrepancies in A./A-.
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Alternatively, an A, value for mixtures may be determined as
follows:

for mixture «•

where f(i) is the fraction of activity of nuclide i in the mixture and
A,(i) is the appropriate A- valu? for nuclide i.

406. Add to the existing text:

"Groups may be based on the total alpha activity and the total
beta/gamma activity when these are known, using the lowest A^ or k^
values for the alpha emitters or beta/gamma emitters, respectively.

407. Delete.

TABLE VII GENERAL VALUES FOR k^ AND

CONTENTS

Only beta or gamma
emitting nudides are
known to be present

Alpha emitting nuclides
are known to be
present or no relevant
data available

TBq

0.2

0.1

(Ci)

(5)

(2)

TBq

0.02

2 x 10~5

(Ci)

(0.5)

( 5 x 10"S

The curie values quoted in parenthesis are approximate values and are
not higher than the TBq values.



APPENDIX

Agreed Changes to Section IV

ACTIVITY LIMITS

ACTIVITY LIMITS FOR TYPE A AND TYPE B PACKAGES

401. TYPE A PACKAGES shall not contain activities greater than the
following:

(a) For SPECIAL FORM RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL - A ^ or

(b) For all other RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL - A2-

Values for A-. and A~ are listed in Table V. For radionuclides not listed
in Table V or for mixtures A. or A, shall be determined as prescribed
in paras. 403-406.

402. TYPE B PACKAGES shall not contain activities greater than those
prescribed in their approval certificates.

DETERMINATION OF &1 and A^

403. For individual radionuclides whose identities are known, but which
are not listed in Table V values of A_ and A_ may be calculated. In
such cases the determination and use of A. and A- shall require
COMPETENT AUTHORITY APPROVAL or, for international transport, MULTILATERAL
APPROVAL. Alternatively the values shown in Table VII shall be used.

404. No change.

405. For mixtures of radionuclides whose identities and respective
activities are known, the following conditions shall apply:

(a) For SPECIAL FORM:

t

less than or equal to 1

less than or equal to 1

*i

(b) For other forms

A2(i)

where B(i) is the activity of radionuclide i and A^ (i) and A,(i) are the
values for ^ and A 2 for radionuclide i, respectively.
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Working Group Ho. 2

Report No. 2 to Plenary

Chairman: Mr. W. Collin Secretary: Mr. R. Nelmes

The WG examined WP 1, Vol. 2, 4-90 to 4-101 and Vol. 1, 3-16 to
3-24 covering para. 313 to 321 and recommends the following changes.

(1) Delete para. 313 and its heading.

(2) Para. 316 should be amended to read:

"All unpackaged L5A material and SCO other than those containing
naturally occuring radionuclides shall be transported in such a manner
that under conditions likely to be encountered in routine transport
there will be no escape of the content from the conveyance nor will
there be any loss of shielding."

(3) Para. 318 should be amended to read:

"Each OVESPACK and each PACKAGE including TANK or FREIGHT
CONTAINEB. containing LSA material or SCO shall be labelled according
to para. 510-512 and 518 (see also para. 319)."

(4) Para. 319 should be amended and a new sentence is added at the end
of tLe existing para.:

"Tank containers and large Freight Containers shall be placarded
in accordance with para. 533."

(5) Para. 220 should be amended to read:

"Packages including Tanks of Freight Containers containing LSA
material or SCO shall be subject to the provisons of para. 508."

(5) Working Paper No. 59 was examined and item 9 relating to para. 321
was accepted without change.

(6) The WG examined WP 59 and recommend that the following amendments
be made. Para, numbers are as WP 59.

6. Para. 129 should be amended as follows:

129. PACKAGE shall mean the PACKAGING with its RADIOACTIVE
CONTENTS as presented for transport.
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Each type of PACKAGE may be classified as one of the following:

(a) (i) INDUSTRIAL TYPE 1: meeting the requirements of paras.
201-210.

(ii) INDUSTRIAL TYPE 2: meeting the requirements of paras.
201-210, 248, and, for transport of LSA-II liquids by air
220.

(iii) INDUSTRIAL TYPE 3: meeting the requirements for TYPE A
PACKAGES in Section II, except for paras. 220 and 224.
For PACKAGING for LSA-II liquids for transport by air,
para. 220 shall apply.

(b) TYPE A" PACKAGE shall mean a PACKAGE that is designed to
. withstand normal conditions of transport as demonstrated by
the retention of the integrity of containment and shielding
to the extent required by paras. 211-225, as appropriate.

(c) TYPE B PACKAGE shall mean a PACKAGE that is designed to
withstand the damaging effects of a serious transport
accident as demonstrated by the retention of the integrity of
the containment and shielding to the extent required by
paras. 233-240 or paras. 241-242, as appropriate.

(d) A TYPE B PACKAGE shall be either:

(i) A TYPE B PACKAGE which meets all the requirements in
paras. 233-240, requires UNILATERAL APPROVAL, and shall
be identified as a TYPE B(U) .PACKAGE; or

(ii) A TYPE B PACKAGE which fails to meet one or more of the
requirements in paras. 233-240 but does meet the additional
requirements in paras. 241-242, requires MULTILATERAL
APPROVAL, and shall be identified as a TYPE B(M) PACKAGE.

7. Para. 130. Add a new sentence as follows:

"... mechanical shocks, and for thermal insulation. The
Packaging may be a TANK (tank container, road vehicle or rail
wagon) or a FREIGHT CONTAINER which satisfies the requirements of
INDUSTRIAL TYPE PACKAGE OR TYPE A or TYPE B PACKAGE. These
devises may include the VEHICLE with tie-down system when they
are intended to form an integral part of the PACKAGING.

8. The suggested amendment to para. 141 was not accepted and the
para, should be deleted.

The Working Group examined WP 1, Vol. 1, 3-17, comment by Sweden
and recoamend that discussion be included in SS 37.
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Working Group No. 5

9 November 1983

The Working Group continued with its assessment of Che comments
presented in WP 1 dealing with Section V of the Regulations.
Referenced paras, and Sections are taken from the October 1982 3rd
Draft Revision of the R.A.M. Transport Regulations.

Para. 514, Page 4-133

Agency. Not accepted.

Para. 516, page 4-133

Australia and USA. Accepted in principle but add to para. 516 "where
X dimension is not less than 4 mm" (as used in 1973 Edition).

FIGURE 1, page 4-134

ICAO. Accepted.

Paras. 517, page 4-134

Agency. Combined with part of para. 518 into a new para.

Figure 2, page 4-134

USA. Comment includes discussion of Figures 2,3 and 4. Accepted.
Agency to note.

ICAO. Accepted.

Para. 518, page 4-134/136 and WP 15.

Canada, Belgium, UK, ICAO, IMO. These comments were closely related
and they wers considered as a whole.

Canada. Accepted.

Belgium. Not accepted .

UK. Accepted.

USA. Accepted.

ICAO. No action required.

UK). Accepted.
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Recommendation

Para. 518. The labels and placards required by these Regulations shall
conform to the appropriate models shown in Figures 1-6 and shall
conform to the colours shown in Figures 2-6. The only inscriptions
which shall be mandatory shall be those shown in these models.

New para, after para. 518.

Any labels and placards which do not relate to the contents being
shipped shall be removed or covered. For radioactive materials having
other dangerous properties see para. 503.

Figure 5

The minimum dimension of the diamond shaded radioactive material
placard is to be 25 cm instead of 15 cm. The background colour of the
upper half is to be yellow; the bottom half white. The use of the word
"RADIOACTIVE" in the bottom half is to be optional; this is to allow the
alternative use of this placard to display the appropriate UN So. for
.the materials to be carried or it can be left blank.

Alternatively it is also permitted to display the US No. on the
risk placard Figure 6. Figure 6 should be revised to indicate additional
dimensions as shown below:

—fc-j f ^ — I

Î

CM. VI

12

~ Oo CMS

Figure 6 Risk Placard

(This illustration is to be placed immediately adjacent to Fig.
background colour shall be orange and the border black.)

5. The

* Appropriate UN numbers for radioactive materials specified in Table XIII
(excerpts from the UN Classification and List of Dangerous Goods)** may
be displayed in black digits not less than 65 mm .̂gh in the location
indicated.
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(The word serial has been deleted; also the use of the risk placard
has been made optimal.)

In accordance with the UN requirements the use of the UN No. is
only required when consignments of:

(a) solids, liquids or gases are transported in tank transport units;
or

(b) packaged dangerous goods of a single commodity are transported
which constitute a full load for the transport unie.

Table XIII. page 4-136/140

In view of the many comments on this Table XIII the WG decided on
the following action:

1) Table XIII will be retained in SS 6 but should be included in
the Appendix.

2) The Table in the 3rd Draft Revision requires modification. It
is requested that the Agency pursue the following changes:

(a) delete UN Nos. 2908, 2909 and 2911.

(b) revise the name and description of 2910 to

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, EXCEPTED QUANTITY, N.O.S.,

i) EMPTY PACKAGINGS, OR
ii) ARTICLES MANUFACTURED FROM NATURAL OR DEPLETED URANIUM

OR NATURAL THORIUM, OR
iii) LIMITED QUANTITY, OR
iv) INSTRUMENTS AND ARTICLES.

3) Additional changes proposed for Table XIII for the remaining UN
Nos. should also be submitted for consideration at the same time.

4) Also, the WG recommends removal of the "Special Provisions"
columns since it does not appear to serve any useful purpose in
these Regulations.

5) Prior to publication of the new Regulations Agency staff should include
the most recent information on the UN Nos. applicable to Table XIII.

Para. 521. Page 4-140

Australia and Agency. Accepted. Add "overpack" to first line after
package; remove "or associated defined deck area, hold or compartment"
from 2nd/3rd line; remove "each one shall be_ stored" from 3rd/4th line
and substitute "storage shall be such as".
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Para. 522 page 4-140

Canada. Accepted.

Para. 524. page 4-140

Australia. Issue referred to WG 3 for advice.

UK. Accepted.

Para. 526. Page 4-141/143

Argentina. Sot accepted.

Canada. Not accepted.

USA. Not accepted.

Para. 528. Page 4-143

GDR. Not accepted.

IMO. Not accepted.

Agency. Accepted. Add "overpack" to 1st and 3rd lines.

Para. 530. page 4-144/145

Australia. Accepted. Add to para. 530(a) "For consignments of LSA-I
material there is no limit on the total sum of Transport Indexes."

GDR. Accepted. Requires change to Table XIV.

Japan. Hot accepted.

USA. No action required.

Agency. Accepted. Drafting Committee to add overpacks, tank container
and freight containers to para. 530(b).

Table XIV. page 4-145/146

Canada. Not accepted.

France. Not completely accepted. Partially dealc with under previous
GDR proposal.

USA. Accepted.

IMO. Accepted. Add marginal reference 1 and 2 to sea going vessel and
total vessel in Table XIV. In total vessel marginal landing add
overpacks, small freight containers. Add footnote (f) to indicate that
both requirements 1 and 2 must be met.

Agency. Accepted.
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Para. 531. Page 4-146

Agency. Accept ed.

Para. 532. Page 4-147

Australia. Not accepted.

GDR. Not accepted.

UK. Not accepted.

ICAO. Accepted but change to "Only the original consignor ... of a
rigid overpack."

Agency. Not accepted.

Para. 533. page 4-148

Belgium. GDR. Agency. A U of the issues raised have been taken care
of by a rewrite of para. 533 as follows:

"533. Each large freight container and tank container shall bear
four placards which conform to the model given in para. 518, Fig. 5.
The placards shall be affixed in a vertical position to each side wall
and each end wall of the container."

WG B-3 Representative

Mr. Subrahnanian (India) has kindly volunteered to serve as the
Working Group 5 representative on WG B-3 - Indexing.



Wording Paper No. 68

Working Group 3

Summary of Decisions 9 November 1983

Chairman: Mr. Y. Sousselier

AG-406

Secretary: Mr. R.Luna

Working Paper No. 1, Section VII, p. 4-167 ff.

General Comment by Australia suggested that Table XVI was a useful model
for the presentation. This table was cut from SS 6 and is
too detailed.

para. 701 UK comment to use shall accepted.

para. 702 Comment by Belgium, GDR, UK, Mexico, Netherlands.

The first part was seen to provide guidance on temperature
entrance not being required during test. This part
should go to SS 37. The second part must be moved near
(or be part)of para. 733 dealing with thermal test.

para. 703 Editorial comment by UK will be considered.

para. 706 Comments by many on fibre board and wood barrel preconditioning
prevented evaluation of new sections on testing of SIP.
Because of needless detail and expectation of simpler
replacement, 706, 708, 710-723 and Table XVI were deleted.

para. 707 Paragraph references must be altered to be consistent with
above.

para. 724 Australia editorial comment to be considered. Change
"compression test" in 2nd line to "stacking test". (See
728 below.)

para. 727 Comment by FRG set aside pending settling of method to
accomplish SIP evaluation.

para. 728 Comment by Argentina, FRG

Rewrite this para, as follows:

728. Stacking Test: Unless packaging geometry effectively
prevents stacking, the specimens shall be subjected, for a
period of 24 hours, to a compressive load equal to the
larger of the following:
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(a) the equivalent of 5 cimes che weighc of the actual
PACKAGE;

(b) the equivalent of 13 kPa multiplied by Che vertically
projected area of Che PACKAGE.

para. 729 Comment by FB.G withdrawn pending SIP test description.

para. 731 Comment by UK, IATA

The IATA comment not accepted. UK comment accomodatedby
removing "mechanical" the "thermal" in line 2.

para. 732 Comment by Argentina, Australia, UK, Agency

The Argentine comment not accepted; Australia's is
editorial. The UK comment was accepted. The tests should
Be listed as in current SS 6 with crush test list.

** (Check reference esp. 232.) The Agency comment suggests
some words for SS 37.

para. 733 The Australian request that surface radioactive properties
be defined was not accepted.

para. 735 Comment by Australia in editorial,

para. 736 Comment by Australia in editorial.

para. 739 Comment by Agency to use "may" not "en," accepted and text
of 739 moved intact to end of 7.7.

para. 741 Comment by UK and IATA accented to reolace "duplicated"
by "simulated".

para. 743 Comment by Agency relative to sensitivity is accepted.
To meet comment remove footnote 6 reference and move last
part of footnote, after "Classification" to be used as
footnote 7 on para. 749 and 750.

para. 749 Comment by Australia is editorial. Consistency with
para. 743 above requires following text changes:
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(a) In para. 246 at the end of c:

"or d. The activity in the water for other standard
methods is within test limits."

(fa) At end of first line in 749 and 750 add:

"use ISO 48267 or the following"

(c) add footnote 7 to bottom of page as follows:

"7 ISO/TB. 4826-1979 Sealed Radioactive Sources - Leak
Test Methods".

para. 750 Comment by IATA is editorial.

para. 751,752 Comments by Canada, Nordic Countries, and Australia

Canada comment on location of 751 and 752 not accepted.
Nordic countries' comment was accepted and Australia
comment is editorial.

WG 4: note mislocated para, in part VII that should be in VIII.

para. 252 (new) The following specification for tank containers is
offered:

"252. A tank container shall meet the requirements of
UN Chapter 12 for tanks to withstand an internal pressure
of 26.5 bar. If additional shielding needed, it must be
capable of withstanding the static and dynamic stresses
resulting from normal handling and transport operations
as specified in UN 12.

Tanks and tank vehicles should be designed to standards
equal or greater to that for tank containers given above.

*Tank containers, tanks, and tank vehicles shall have no
openings or connections below the liquid level.

*This provision subject to significant discussion on
relative benefit of impossible leaks versus ease of
decontamination and full drainage.

From Working Paper 44 - Questions from WG 44, re:

Section 3.8 (p. 3-32) We suggest leaving para. 840 as is and adding
reference to it in para. 131.
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para. 124 (p.4-10) We suggest deleting small freight container part
of definition.

para. 129(4-23) - See above,

para. 129(4-23) - See above.

From Working Paper No. 39 from WG 5

WG 3 suggest moving para. 250 to Section V and replacing
para. 250 with a simple desigt requirement to consider
ullage needs during package design for liquid RAM shipments
i.e.,

250. Design of PACKAGES to contain liquids shall take
account of ullage required to accommodate design
temperature ranges, dynamic effects, and filling dynamics.

From Working Paper 59 from Group B2

Item 2' See comment on WP above.



Working Paper No. 71 AG-406

Working Group 1

Supplementary Report

SI Units

The WG recognizes the plenary decision regarding the inclusion of
curie equivalent figures in Table V, namely that curie figures quoted to
1 significant figure must not be higher than the TBq figures. The only
way to achieve this is to take the rounded TBq figure, convert to Ci and
then round down. The WG assumes that this will be done by the Secretariat.
The WG agreed that the following footnote be applied to all parts
where carie equivalents are quoted:

"The curie values quoted in parenthesis are approximate values
and in no case are higher than the TBq values."



Working Paper No. 72 AG-406

Report of Working Group 4 - Administrative

Report No. 3 Wednesday 9 November 1983

Chairman: Mr. B. Pettersson (Sweden)

1. Detailed Comments on Section I

Section 1 page 4-3 (Agency)

para. 103 page 4-3 (Argentina)

(Austria)

para. 104(a)+(b) page 4-3 (IATA)

para. 105 page 4-3 (UK)

para. 105 page 4-4 (IATA)

para. 107 page 4-4 (Japan)
(IATA)

para,

para,

para.

para,

para,

para,

para,

para.

para,

para.

108 page 4-4 (USA)

108 page 4-5 (IATA)

111 page 4-5 (Argentina)

(IM0)

112 page 4-6 (IATA)

113 page 4-6 (Australia)

113 page 4-6 (Argentina)

116 page 4-6 (Argentina)

117/118 page 4-7 (Belgium)
(Agency)

119(b) page 4-7 (Australia)

119 page 4-7 (US)

para. 120 page 4-9 (UK)

para. 121 page 4-9 (IATA)

Covered under para. 819

Proposal not accepted since
inspection is implicit in QA.

Unacceptable.

Accepted.

Not adopted (wrong place)

Both accepted

Not adopted
Unacceptable (contrary to Agency

practice)

Rejected

Not adopted

This para, now deleted following
WG B2 decision.

Accepted

Accepted (see also WP 28)

Rejected.

No change needed.

Input required from WG 1.

Rej ected

Adopt and add "or of a FREIGHT
CONTAINER" into para. 122

Accepted

Accepted

Drafting *

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting,

Drafting

Drafting

Defer

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting
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para. 121 page 4-9 (Agency)

para. 122 page 4-9 (Nordic)

para. 122 page 4-9 (USA)

para. 123 page 4-10 (IATA)

para. 124 page 4-10 (Canada)

para. 124 page 4-10 (FRG)

para. 124 page 4-10 (UK)

para. 124 page 4-11 (IATA)

para. 124 page 4-11 (Argentina)

para. 126 page 4-19 (USA)

para. 127 page 4-19 (GDR)

para. 127 page 4-19 (Japan)

para

para. 127 page

i. 128 page 4-20 (GDR)

,. 127 page 4-19 OJK)

4-20 (UK/IATA)

para.

para. 128 page 4-20 (Japan)

para. 128 page 4-20 (UK)

para. 128 page 4-21 (IAXA)

(G. Seegers)

para. 129 page 4-21 (Argentina)

para. 129 page 4-22 (Australia)

para. 129 page 4-22 (Nordic)

para. 129 page 4-22 (Finland)

para. 129 page 4-22 (France)

para. 129 page 4-23 (first FRG)
(second FRG)
(third FRG)

(Japan)

Rejected

Accepted (use para. 115 as a
model and insert in alphabetical
order)

Rej ected

Accepted

Both rejected, but advice sought
from WG 2 re. incorporation in
Section II.

Awaits input from WG 2

Accepted.

Accepted

Rejected (FREIGHT CONTAINER
deleted from CONVEYANCE)

' Rejected, not necessary

Rej ected

Rej ected

Accepted

Accepted

Both rejected

Rej ected

Prepared to support for adoption
pending WG 5 advice

Accepted
Rej ected

pending WG B2 advice

pending WG B2 advice

Advice awaited WG 5

Accepted

Input awaited from WG 5
Input awaited from WG 2
Rej ected

Under consideration by WG B2

Drafcing

: Drafting

! Defer

Defer

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting

• Defer
!

Drafting

Defer

Defer

Defer

Drafting

Defer

Defer
Defer

Defer
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para.

para.

para.

para.

para.

para.

para.

129

129

129

130

130

130

131

page

page

page

page

page

page

page

4-24

4-25

4-25

4-26

4-26

4-26

4-26

(DR)

(USA)

(Agency)

(Canada)

(UK)

(Agency)

(Agency)

Under consideration by WG B2

Rejected

Accepted

Accepted

Rej ected

Accept (see page 4 of WP 6)

Defer

Defer

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting

para.

para,

para,

para,

para,

para.

para,

para,

para.

para,

para,

para,

para,

para,

para.

para,

para.

and adopt also definition of
COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE if used.

132 page 4-26 (first Finland) Accept
(second Finland) Comment is sound but not

accepted - subject to plenary
advice (see also WP 8)

132 page 4-26 (Sweden) Rejected

132 page 4-27 (UK) Accepted

132 page 4-27 (IATA) Accepted

133 page 4-27 (UK) Accepted

134 page 4-38 (first USA) Awaiting advice from WG 1

(second USA) Accepted

135 page 4-29 (USA) Rejected

135 page 4-29 (Agency) Accepted

137 page 4-30 (first Argentina) Accepted

(second Argentina) Input awaited from WG 5

137 page 4-30 (UK) Accepted

137 page 4-30 (USA) Accepted

138, WP No. 31 (Switzerland) Accepted138 page 4-31 (IATA)

139, WP No. (ICAO)

140 page 4-31 (Argentina)
(Australia)

141 page 4-35 (Argentina)

141 page 4-35 (Australia
to USA)

Rej ected

Refer to Plenary

Awaiting input from WG 2

Accepted

Under consideration bv WG B2

Drafting
to PLENARY

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting

Defer
Drafting

Drafting

Drafting
Defer

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting

to PLENARY

Defer

Drafting

Defer
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para. 142 page 4-37

para. 142 page 4-38

para. 142 page 4-38

para. 143 page 4-39

para. 144 page 4-39

para. 144 page 4-39

* para. 144 page 4-40

para. 146 page 4—40

para. 147 page 4-41

para. 156 page 4-47

(Australia)

(Nordic)

(UK)

(Canada)

(Austria)

(UK)

(Finland)
(USA)

(various)

(Australia)

(Agency)

No action

Accepted

Accepted

Rejected

Rejected

Rej ected

Accepted
Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

j Drafting
i

j Drafting

2. Detailed Comments on Section VIII

para. 333(c) page 4-201 (IMO) Accepted

4. Report of sub-group on para. 825 WP 22

The sub-group accepted the proposals, given in WP 22, to split
para. 315 into 4 paragraphs. It is suggested that sample certificate
forms should be incorporated into the next edition of Safety Series
No. 37. The Working Group accept the findings of the sub-group.

5. Report of suB-group on TRANSPORT INDEX including WP No. 36
consideration

Discussion of this item was deferred pending decision from WG 5.

Drafting
Drafting

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting

S3 37

Defer

Defer

6. Consideration of WP No. 59, Third Report of WG B2

Item deferred pending further discussions within WG 2 and WG 3.

7. Consideracion of WP No. 20, Country of Origin

The recommendations given in WP 20 are accepted.

3. Consideration of Transport by Post WP No. 58 and WP No. 17

Ms. J. Milne (UPTJ) and Mr. R. Barker (IAEA Consultant) joined to PLENARY
che Group for discussion of the proposals contained in WP No. 58.
The Group could see a need for the kind of proposal given in WP 58,
however possible legal and practical difficulties could be foreseen and
the Group could not be sure whether this proposal was the right one. It
was not possible, throueh time constraint, to eive Paoers 58 and 17 full
consideration and several members of the Group noted the need for
consultation and further advice before a firm opinion could be
established. In view of these constraints it is not possible to adopt



Working Paper No. 73 AG-406

Working Group No. 2

Report No. 3 to Plenary

Chairman: Mr. W. Collin Secretary: Mr. R. Nelmes

1. The Working Group considered WP 4 and 5 in the reconstruction of
Section III and makes no further comment.

2. The Working Group considered WP 31 comments by Switzerland, and
recommend the following: (para. nos. are as WP 31)

4.1 Para. 224
Comment is editorial and is referred to drafting committee.

5. Para. 125(c)(ii) and 125(c)

Comments are editorial and are referred to drafting committee.

5. Para. 125(c)(iii)

Comment was considered in the reconstruction of definition of LSA.

Para. 305 and 510-512 comment was considered in the reconstruction
of Section III.

3. The Working Group considered WP 11 COMPLETENESS and recommends the
following amendments:

a) Para. 140

STIELFACE CONTAMINATED OBJECT (SCO) shall mean a solid object
of non-RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL having radioactive material on its
accassible surfaces shall as*, be in one of the two groups:

b) Comment accepted and a conveyance limit is included in Table IV.

4. The Working Group considered WP 38.

Para. 321
The comment was not accepted but a reference to ISO-DIS 7195 should
be discussed in SS 37.

5. The Working Group considered WP 24.

Para. 316 comment not accepted.
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6. The Working Group considered WP 1, Vol. 1, 4-101 and WP 59
item 10 and recommends the following:

322. LSA material and SCO in groups LSA-H, LSA-III and SCO II shall not
be transported unpackaged. LSA" material and SCO in groups LSA I
and SCO I may be transported unpackaged under the following conditions:

(a) Delete and incorporate item 2 amended from WP 65.

All unpacked material other Chan ores containing naturally
occurring radionuclides shall be transported in such a manner
that under conditions likely to be encountered in routine
transport there will be no escape of the content from the
conveyance nor will there be any loss of shielding.

(b) No change as for WP 59 item 10.

(c) Delete and replace by the following:

For SCO where it is suspected that contamination exists on
unaccessible surfaces in excess of para. 140(a), measures
shall be taken to assure that such contamination is not
released into the conveyance.

7. The Working Group considered WP 4 and recommends that a
conveyance limits should be incorporated for LSA materials and SCO non-
combustible solids and combustible solids, liquids and gases. Table IV
should be reconstructured as follows:

TABLE IV CONVEYANCE ACTIVITY LIMITS FOR LSA MATERIAL AND SCO

Natural of Material

Non-combustable Solid

Combustable Solids,
Liquids and Gases

SCO

Conveyance other
than inland
waterway

No limit

100 x A2

100 x A2

Hold or Compartment
of an inland water
craft

100 x A2

10 x A2

10 x A2

NOTE: For LSA I there is no limit
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Proposal re. Grandfather Clause from WG 4

Approvals under 1967 and 1973 Edition of the Regulations.

813. Packagings manufactured to a design approved under the provisions

of the 1967 Edition of these Regulations may continue to be used,

subject to multilateral approval.

Changes in the design of the packaging or in the nature of the

authorized radioactive contents which, as determined by the Competent

Authority, would significantly affect safety shall be required to meet

the requirements of the 1984 Regulations. No construction of these

packagings shall be permitted to commence. Serial numbers according to

the provisions of para. 515 shall appear on the outside of the packagings.

813.

Packagings manufactured to a design approved under the provisions of

the 1973 Edition of these Regulations may continue to be used until

Dec. 31, 1989.

After this date:

(a) multilateral approval is required;

(b) serial numbers, according to the provisons of para. 515, shaJj. appear

on the outside of the packagings.

Changes in the design of the packaging or in the nature or quantity of

the authorized radioactive content which,as determined by the Competent

Authority, would significantly affect safety shall be required to meet

the requirements of the 1984 Regulations. Each Member State should

require that all Packagings for which construction begins after

31 December 1994 meet the 1984 edition of the Regulations in toto.



Agency. Accepted.

Working Paper No. 75 AG-406

Working Group 3

Suannarv of Decisions, 10 November 1983 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. Y. Sousselier Secretary: Mr. R. Luna

Text for proposed new para. 251:

251: Freight container used for transport of LSA and SCO shall meet
the requirements of ISO 1496/3 and prevent loss of shielding
integrity under the test conditions of this standard which would
result in a RADIAIION LEVEL exceeding 0.01 mSv/h (1 mrem/h) at the
surface of the PACKAGE, or more than a 207. increase in that RADIATION
LEVEL whichever is larger.

From WP 52

Item No. 4

Proposed Revision of para. 248

248. A STRONG .INDUSTRIAL PACKAGE shall be so designed that if it
were subjected to the tests specified in paras. 727-728 or the tests
specified for packaging group III of the UN Recommendations on the
Transport of Dangerous Goods it would prevent:

(a) loss or dispersal

(B) loss of shielding integrity

Item No. 5

The WG considered the radiation levels and found them to be acceptable.
Some rewording has been recommended as can be seen above. This may
improve understandability. (See para. 251)

Item No. 7

The consent by Sweden i s appreciated by WG 3 believes ;hat general
reference to UN packaging groups i s preferable. The specific reference
supplied in the Sweden comment, for instance, i s to addendum number
3; our group has in i t s posession addendum number 6.

From WP 49

The answer to our question, i.e., para. 225, was received from WG 1.
We accept the answer and propose to alter the last sentence of para. 225
to exempt tritium gas and all noble gases in quantity less than A2-

Thus the paragraph would now say:
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225. A TYPE A PACKAGE designed for compressed or uncompressed gases
shall meet the requirements of 211 co 223 and prevent loss or dispersal
of the radioactive contents if Che package is subjected co the cests
specified in para. 730. Packages designed for cricium and noble gases,
in gaseous form and in activities of A2 or less, shall be excepced
from the requirement.

Working Pacer No. 50 (para. 232)

WG 3 received the reply from WG 1 to our question. On the basis of
this answer we propose adding the following sentence before the last
sentence of para. 232: "When mixtures contain Krypton 85, the effective
A» for Krypton-85 may be equal to ten times the value listed in Table 5.

Additional discussion of para. 224

Additional discussion on the wording of 224 and in particular the "or"
between parrs a and b was held as a result of a question from Switzerland
and members of the committae. After some considerable discussion the
following text is proposed:

224. A Type A Package for liquids shall in addition to meeting the
requirements of para. 221-223, meet the following requirements:

(a) For packages containing liquid volumes of 1 litre or less the package
must be adequate to meet the conditions specified in parts a and
b of para. 223 if the package is subjected to the cests specified
in para. T^O,

or

be provided with sufficient absorbent material ...

(b) For packages containing liquids of volume greater than 1 litre.
the package must be adequate ... drop test ...

or

be provided with a containment system composed of primary and
secondary outer containment components designed so as to assume
retention of tne liquid within the packaging even if one level of
containment leaks.

Discussion of ICAO ambient temperatures for package designs

Earlier the committee had suggested that the ICAO pressure differential
standards be covered in SS 37 and be noted in Section 540-3 (see WP 55,
para. 220).

In para. 541 relating to air transport there is a stipulation that
surface temperatures of a packaging in air transport may not have a
surface temperature greater than 50°C. There is an apparent
discontinuity between this requirement and the ICAO ambient temperature
requirement of 55 C. The WG was divided on whether the SS 6
requirement of -40 to +3SC ambient with insolation and -40 to +70° C
design requirements for the package components includes the ICAO
requirement. The WG proposed the following paragraph (by 7 to 5 vote) :

544 (new) For design of packagings for transport by air it is
necessary to consider effects of ambient temperature of -40°C to 55°C.



Working Psper No. 77 AG-106

Proposal from Working Group 1

Add new definition (after para. 118)

CONTAMINATION - shall mean radioactive material on a surface in excess
2 2

of 0.4 Bq/cm for beta and gamma emitters or 0.04 Bq/cm for alpha
emitters.
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WG 4 Proposed Definition of Packaging and Transport Index

Para. 130 Add following sentence:

"The Packaging may be any item of equipment which meets
the requirements for the classes of packages designated in
para. 129 (as presented in WP 65), including Tanks and
Freight Containers.1

Para. 142 Transport Index (XI) shall mean a single number assigned
to a Package, Overpack, Tank, or Freight Container,
intended for the dual purpose of control of radiation
exposure and control of the potential for nuclear
criticality. This number shall be:

(a) For a Package, Overpack, Tank, or Freight Container
not containing Fissile Material, the TI for Radiation
Control, and

(H) for a Package, Overpack, Tank, or Freight Container
containing Fissile Material the larger of the TI for
Radiation Control and the TI for Nuclear Criticality
Control, where:

the TI for Radiation Control shall mean the number
derived by measuring, or determining, the Radiation
Level at 1 m from the external surface, and
following the applicable procedure prescribed in
Table VIII, page ...,

and

the TI for Nuclear Criticality Control shall nean the
number derived by calculation, as prescribed in para.
608.
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Working Group 5

10 November 1983

The Working Group continued with its assessment of the comments
presented in HP 1 and the Working Papers dealing with Section III and
V of the Regulations. Referenced paras, and Sections are taken from
the October 1982 3rd Draft Revision of the RAM Transport Regulations.

LABELLING

page 3-15/16

Australia; marking of containment system. Not accepted. The WG
agreed that the proposal has merit but it is not practical in many
cases.

Austria;' labelling and placarding. This comment is unclear. Not
accepted.

Ecuador; labelling. Observation. No action required.

FRG; marking of pressure receptacles and tank containers. Deferred.
The WG agrees in principle that they should be marked. Note Chapter XII
of the UN Regulations deals with marking.

WP 10

IMO; general comments. No action.

WP 10

CSNI; criticality studies of arrays of packaging. Information only.

WP 29 (also WP1 page 4-157, Japan)

Japan; proposal on exposures to personnel on board ship. 0.18 mrem/y
will not be incorporated in para. 539; however, assessment of annual dose
will be required.

WP 31

Switzerland; labels. Schedules will need adjustment by Drafting
Committee.

WP 32

Canada; complete reorganization of Section V. Guidance required by
Plenary for possible action by Drafting Committee.

No changes of substance but radical reorganization. Too involved to
attempt this task within time restraints imposed.



WP 34

Chairman; assignment of part of WP 31 to WG 5. Sae action WP 31 above.

HP 36

Canada; inadvertent use of criticality TI in 3rd Draft.
Terminology accepted for Table XIII in Section V.
Action on para. 142 required by WG 4 (verbal referral).

WP 38

WG B-l; UT, contact with water. So action required and we agree with
addition to para. 503.

WP 44

WG 4; report So. 1 containing referrals to WG 5.

Section 3.12, page 3.36 (IPALPA); limit TI to 50. Not accepted -
no justification.

Para. 128, page 4.20 (GDR) ; overpack definition. Not accepted
because fissile materials are not acceptable in overpacks with TI
greater than zero.

Para. 128, page 4.20 (UK); carriage of Type B packages in overpacks.
Nqt accepted. Overpack could be the cause of package failure.

Para. 129(b), page 4.22 (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden); fissile
material package definition. Not accepted.

Para. 135, page 4.29 (USA and Agency); regularly occupied working
space. Not accepted. Not necessary to create a special term.

Para. 137, page 4.30 (Australia); definition subcriticality and
moderation rates. Sot accepted. Definition not needed.

Para. 802, page 4.192 (Argentina); competent authority special
form approval. Accepted. See last paragraph of WP 41.

Para. 832, page 4-200 (USA); use of empty label. Deferred.

Para. 836, page 4-202 (Finland); notification when T.I. exceeds
50. Not accepted as a general requirement; leave to discretion of
competent authority concerned.

WP 47

IMO; UN numbers. IMO delegate recommends a l l delegates study this paper
as a plenary decision on these matters is required.

WP 51, para. 6

WG 1; specific dose rates regarding paras. 538(d) and 539. Advice
will be incorporated in a redraft of these paras.
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WP 51, para. 11

An for tritium. Item no longer valid.

IP 52, para. 321

tritiated water exempt limits. Comments incorporated into Table II.

para. 515

Remit from WG 4. Request that Drafting Committee include requirement
for serial and model identification be specified for Type A and
Industrial Packages containing fissile material in Section V.

WP 64, page 4-95

Australia;labelling. No action required. Optional use of risk
placard partially alleviates this problem.

Table II, page 4-87

WP 48 from WG 1;basic multipliers in Table II. WG 1 advises no
reason for change.

WP 62 CSA;inclusion of tritium under gases with present limits.
Accepted and incorporated into Table II.

FRG; elimination of A, values. Not accepted. Economic change too
severe for implementation without further justification.

Argentina; 2 kg limit. Not accepted. Not justified.

Canada; co reinstate tritium as special case. Covered partially by
USA, present tritiated water exemption limits maintained.

Para. 311, page 4-88

Argentina: clarification of design requirements. Included in
previous rewrite.

Para. 312, page 4-88/89

Argentina; contamination levels. Not accepted.

Australia; no longer applicable. (Rewritten.)

Austria;empty label. No firm decision reached.

Para. 535, page 4-151

Argentina; editorial. Accepted.

Canada; editorial. Accepted.
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Para. 535, oage 4-152/153

UK; radiation levels exclusive use, rail. Not accepted.

Agency; accepted.

Para. 536, page 4-154

GDR; exclusion of passengers from vehicle. Not accepted.

Para. 537, page 4-154

Denmark, Finland, Norway; UN risk placard. Accepted.

Para. 538, page 4-152

UK; radiation levels exclusive use, road. Not accepted.

Agency: Accepted.

Para. 538, page 4-154

Argentina; Accepted. Editorial.

Agency; Accepted.

Para. 539, page 4-154

Argentina, Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Norway,GDR, FB.G, Japan,
Sweden, UK, DÎO, Agency, Netherlands; significant error in the inclusion
of para, in 3rd Draft as it should have been limited to dedicated
vessels. With the assistance of representatives from UK, Australia,
and IMO it was cecided to use the current IMO regulation as the basis
for a new para. This problem has been further compounded by Che decision
of WG1 to eliminate the use of dose rates for crew quarters. The
revised para, will be provided in an upcoming paper.

Para. 540, page 4-159 .

Belgium; carriage of White I packages. Not accepted.

Agency; editorial. Accepted.

Agency; editorial. Not accepted.

Para. 542, page 4-160

Agency; elimination of solid pyrophoric material. Not accepted. Not
justifiable.

Para. 545, page 4-160

Australia; editorial. Accepted.



Para. 546, page 4-160

IATA; editorial. Accepted.

Agency; overpack vs. package leaking. Not accepted.

Para. 547, page 4-161

ICAO; leaking does not appear to cover excessive radiation. Agree in
principle. For Drafting Committee action.

Para. 549, page 4-161

Belgium; ICAO, IMO. Passed to WG 1 (verbally).

Para. 550, page 4-162

Belgium; dedicated use of exclusive conveyances. Not accepted.

Para. 552, page 4-162

Canada. Not accepted.

Denmark, Finland, Norway; editorial. Accepted.

Para. 538(d)

WG 1. We accept the advice from the WG that the specific dose rate
be omitted. Refer to Drafting Committee for adjustment.

Para. 534, page 4-149/151

UK; editorial. Accepted.

USA; placarding for Yellow III only. Not accepted.

USA; corrosive placard. Not accepted.

USA; accepted in principal that the last sentence should be made more
general as follows:

"In the case of a rail vehicle without sides readily visible placards
on the cargo-carrying unit will suffice, or in the case of physically
large packages or overpacks the placards may be placed on the package or
overpack."

Para. 537, page 4-149/151

USA. The proposed text shown above (para. 534) for rail transport should
also be used in cara. 537.
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Working Group 5

10 November 1983

Assessment of comments presented in WP 1 dealing with Sections VI of
the Regulations. Referenced paras, are taken from the October 1982 *
3rd Draft Revision of the Transport Regulations.

Section 71 pages 4-163/166

Denmark, Norway, Finland; fissile material package. Not accepted.

Para. 601

Canada; clarification. Accepted. Insert "and other parts of these
regulations concerning their radioactive nature" after Section II 3rd
line. Move bracketed note to end of new para.

Para. 603

Canada ; editorial. Not accepted.

Para. 604

Belgium; editorial. Not accepted.

Para. 605

Australia; editorial. Accepted.

UK; clarification. Accepted.

Para. 606

Australia: not accepted. Proposal changes intent of para.

Norvay/USA; editorial. Accepted.

OK; editorial. Accepted.

Para. 607

UK; change allowable number to number. Accepted. Eliminates need for definition.'

Agency. Not required because of elimination of "allowable".

Para. 612

UK; move text para. 612 and 613 to front of Section VI. Not accepted.

UK(i) ; editorial. Accepted.

UK (ii); correction of previous error.
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Para. 613

Canada. Ed i to r i a l . Accepted.

Table V?

IATA; move footnote into body of Table. Not accepted.
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Working group 5

11 November 1983

To accotnodate the comments in WP 1, page 4-154/159, regarding
para. 539, originating from Argentina, Australia, Canada, Denmark,
Finland, Norway, FRG, Japan, Sweden, UK, IMO, Netherlands, and the
Agency, the WG recommends that the following new heading and text
be adopted:

"ALTERNATIVE REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO TRANSPORT BY CHARTERED OH
DEDICATED VESSELS

Para. 539. The radiation protection programme for the shipment shall

be approved by the COMPETENT AUTHORITY (flag state of the VESSEL) and,

when requested, by the COMPETENT AUTHORITY at ports of call. Stowage

arrangements shall be pre-determined for the whole voyage including any

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL to be loaded at ports-of-call en route. The

loading and unloading of the VESSEL and handling and stowing aboard

the VESSEL shall be supervised by persons competent in the carriage

of RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL."

Note:

1. If the requirement that any measuring of radiation levels is to
be done by "a responsible person skilled in the use of monitoring
equipment" is re-introduced, it should go in para. 153.

2. Segregation distances are covered by the para. 154 in WP 51 (Appendix).
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Records of the Joint Meeting of the Working Groups 2 and 3

November 10, 1983

Chairman: Mr. Y. Sousselier Secretary: Mr. A. Nandakumar

1. It was recommended that the Regulations should clearly state thi
following:

"Transport of radioactive material in a tank, tank container and
tank vehicle shall be considered as transport in a packaged mode."

2. It was agreed that examples of certain containers such as freight
containers, tanks and tank containers should be included in the
definition of packagings.

3. It was decided that sub-paras, (a), (b), and (c) of para. 129,
as given in Working Paper No. 65, should be amended as below:

"Each type of PACKAGE shall be classified as one of the following:

(a)(i) INDUSTRIAL TYPE 1: meeting the general requirements for
all packagings and packages.

(ii) INDUSTRIAL TYPE 2: meeting the general requirements for
all packagings and packages and the requirements for
Strong Industrial Packages specified in paras. 247 and
248.

(iii) INDUSTRIAL TYPE 3: meeting the requirmencs for TYPE A
PACKAGES for solids in Section II. For PACKAGING for
LSA-II liquids for transport by air, para. 220 shall
apply.

(b) TYPE A PACKAGE shall mean a PACKAGE intended to carry an
activity up to Al if in special form or up to A2 in any
other form, that is designed to withstand normal conditions
of transport ... as appropriate.

(c) TYPE B PACKAGE shall mean a PACKAGE intended to carry an
activity in excess of Al, if in special form or in excess of
A2, if in any other form, that is designed to withstand ...
as appropriate."
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4. Ic was recognized that criteria for loss of contents, for
Industrial Type 1 packages would need Co be stipulated. It was
agreed thac the matter would be referred to the Working Group 2.

5. It was recommended chat Mr. Wieser redraft the proposed
paragraphs for SIP and Tank Container. Mr. Wieser1s draft is given
below.

Proposed revision of para. 141 - Definition of TAKKS

141. Tank shall mean a tank container, portable tank, a road tank

vehicle, a rail tank wagon or a receptacle with a capacity of not less

than 450 litres to contain liquids, powders, granules or slurries and

not less than 1000 litres to contain gases.

A tank container shall be capable of being carried on land or on

sea and of being loaded and discharged without the need of removal of

its structural equipment, shall possess stabilizing members and tie-

down attachments external to the shell, and shall be capable of being

lifted when full.

Proposed new heading and para. 252:

Tanks

252. A tank container shall meet the equivalent requirements of

standards set by Chapter 12 of the United Nations recommendations of

packing of dangerous goods and withstand a test pressure of 2.65 bar.

If additional shielding is needed it must be capable of withstanding

the static and dynamic stresses resulting from normal handling and

transport conditions and prevent increase in radiation.

All other types of tanks•shall be designed to standards at

least equivalent Co chose for tank containers given above. Tanks

shall have no openings or connection below the liquid level.
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Working Group 2

Report No. A to Plenary

Chairman: Mr. W. Collin Secretary: Mr. R. Nelmes

In discussion at a joint meeting of WG 2 and 3 it was recognized

that a requirement for retaining shielding is to be included for

LSA-II solids. For this reason Table III should be amended at

line LSA II SOLIDS for EXCLUSIVE USE to show the CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

LEVEL 2.
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Report of Working Group 4 - Administrative

Report No. 4 Thursday 10 November 1983

Chairman: Mr. B. Pettersson (Sweden)

1. Grandfather Clause - para. 813 (following Plenary decisions in
WP Ho. 57

Following Plenary discussion (recorded in WP No. 57) it was
agreed that serial numbers would be required on all Type B(U),
Type B(M) and fissile packages - the draft will be amended
accordingly and issued as WP 74.

2. Consideration of WP No. 24

Agree except and additionally as follows:

Table VIII footnote (c) ' should remain as "is"

para. 523 and 529 first sentence should remain as "is"

para. 523 and 529 second sentence should be changed to "shall be"

para. 714 last sentence

para. 830 second sentence

first "should" to "shall"
second "should" delete

should remain as written

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting

Drafting
Drafting

Drafting

3. Consideration of WP No. 38

The proposal in WP 38 re. para. 105 was accepted in Plenary.
We believe however that in para. 105 and 503 the "i.e." should
read "e.g.".

. Drafting

4. Consideration of WP No. 52 :

The Group accepted the proposals referred to it in para. 1 and Drafting
2 of WP 52, but do not accept the proposal of par.;. 3. ;

5. Consideration of WP No. 60

The justification for the proposal in WP 60 was not clear.
Advice will be sought in Plenary.

to PLENARY
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6. Consideration of WPs No. 59 and 65

The Group accepted WP 59, subject to the following
modifications:-

para. 129 "Each type of PACKAGING may be classified ..." should ! Drafting
read "Each PACKAGE shall be classified ..."

para. 130 replace by:-

"The PACKAGING may be any item of equipment which meets the j Drafting
requirements for the classes of PACKAGES designated in para. 129,
including TANKS and FREIGHT CONTAINERS."

6.1. The Group did not agree with the proposed deletion of para.
141 as recommended in WP 65 page 2 para. 8 (definition of TANK
CONTAINER), but would propose the adoption of the recommendation of
WG B2 in Working Paper 59 para. 8 (definition of TANK) with minor
editorial amendments (underlined) as follows:- j

I
para. 141: "A TANK (tank container, road tank vehicle or railway ! Drafting
tank wagon) shall mean an item of transport equipment designed to
facilitate the carriage of goods by one or more modes of transport.
It shall be of a permanent character, rigid and strong enough for
repeated use."

6.2. The Group support the recommendations of Working Group 32
given in Working Paper 59, item 10, concerning para. 322 subject
to editorial amendment (underlined) as follows:-

para. 322: "LSA material and SCO in groups LSA-III and SCO-II shall Drafting
not be transported unpackaged or in TANKS. LSA material and SCO in
groups LSA-I, LSA-I-I and SCO-I may be transported uapackaged or in
TANKS under the following conditions ..."

7. Consideration of advice from Working Group 1 - WP 61

Actions taken on this advice were:-

Section 3.4 page 3-14 (Sweden) Not adopted.

Section 3-13 page 3-38 (UK) Covered by Plenary decision.

para. 117/118 page 4-7 (Belgium/ Not adopted.
Agency)

para. 122 page 4-9 (USA)

para. 134 page 4-28 (USA)

para. 135 page 4-29 (Agency/
USA)

Not adopted

Seek Plenary advice

Delete th i s paragraph.

to PLENARY
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8. Advice following advice from Working Group No. 5 (WP 54)

Section 3.8 page 3-22 (Agency) Adopted - including relocation.

Section 3.12 page 3-36 (IFALPA) Not adopted.

para. 128 page 4-20 (OK) Adopt, subject to Plenary
agreement.

Drafting

i to PLENARY

para. 129(d) page 4-22 (Denmark/ Not adopted.
Finland/
Norway)

para. 129(d) page 4-24 (Sweden) Not adopted.

para. 135 page 4-29 (USA/Agency) Definition deleted.

para. 137 page 4-30 (second Australia) Not adopted

para. 802 page 4-192 (Argentina) Accepted

para. 832 page 4-200 (second USA) Input awaited WG 5

para. 836 page 4-202 (Denmark/ Not adopted.
Finland)

9. Notes for Drafting Committee

WP 54, para. 512, consequential amendment to paras. 832(e) and
837(e) may be necessary.

i Drafting

i
Defer

Drafting
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WG 3

Proposed revision of para. 130

130. PACKAGING shall be the assembly of components necessary to

enclose the radioactive contents completely. It may, in particular ...

and for thermal insulation. The packaging may be a drum, box, freight

container, receptacle or a tank as defined by 129 (amended).
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Working Paper No. 91 AG-406

WG 1

Add after 332(b) in WP 59:

"- except when only carrying items on which the contamination

is less then ten times the level in para. (118 bis)."


